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Dick and the Liberty Boys pursued the Tory hotly, ·being -determinea to catch him. Closely press·
ed, Bill Cunningham reached the brink of a foaming stream In a moment
he leaped ·into the rushing torrent.
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By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I. •
A PLUCKY GIRL'S DEFENSE.
\

Distiict Ninctv-Six in South Carolina was one of the
famous neutral irounds of the Revolution~ . ,
.
Whigs and Tories battled for its possession, as m Westche ter, in New York, and many were the fierce battles
foui;ht between them.
.
At the time of our story old Fort Ninet y-Six, enclosing
t he village, was held by the British, under Colonel Cruger,
of New York.
General Greene, with a large force, was besieging it.
Besides the regulars, there were many independent, and
e,·en irregular, bodies waginv war in Ninety-Six.
Amon.ir the Tory irregulars was a band of outlaws known
as the "Bloody Scout," led by one Bill Cunningham, a notoriou s criminal.
Cunningham was cruel and treacherous, and war with him
was murder, and nothing else.
Among the independent bodies, but to be considered as
regulars, on account of the striet discipline they were under,
was a band of one hundred sterling, young patriots, known
as the Liberty Boys.
The greater part of these boys came from the North, although they had a number of Southern boy s ·in their ranks.
Their captain was Dick Slater with Bob Estabroo]<: and
Mark Mon.i son as first and second lieutenants, respectively.
It was early in June and Bill Cunningham and his "Bloody
Scout" had been committing depredations in the region about
Ninety-Six.
One afternoon about this time· Dick Slater and a dozell: of
the Liberty Boys were riding along a rough road some miles
from the fort.
Bill Cunningham had been reported as being in the neighborhood.
His marauds were usually committed at night, although
now and again he made raids by daylight.
Riding along leisurely, the boys suddenly heard shots not
f ar ahead.
"Forward, boys!" cried Dick.
He had with him his two lieutenants, Ben Spurlock, Jack
Warren, Sam Sanderson, a jolly Irish boy and a fat German
and half a dozen others, all fearless boys.
Away he flew on his magnificent black, Bob on a bay,
Mark on a big gray, Jack · o~ a bay mare and all the others
\\ell mounted.
.
In a short time they came to a log house a little back
from the road.
In front of this were a half dozen rough-looking men.
Some were in buckskin and some in homespun.
They were all mounted, but their horses were not the
equals of those of the boys.
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They had been attackinsr the house.
Now one or two shots were fired :from it.
They hit two of the men and caused them to howl.
"Break down the old ramshackle!" cried the leader.
But now Dick Slater and his party,appeared.
"That's Bill Cunningham!" cried Dick. ""Down with him!"
The boys fired a rattling volley at the outlaws, for such
they were.
'!"hen they charged at a gallop.
The Tories fled, not caring to try conclusions with double
!their number.
Had the Liberty Boys been only half the number of the
outlaws: they would have charged them.
"Give it to thim, byes!" roared the Irish boy. "Down \vid
the vilyans! Batther thim good!"
" 'Rous mit dem!" cried the G&man boy, who weighed
two hundred pounds. "Drove dem ouid alretty!"
The Tories, frr;tding themselves outnumbered, fled in dismay.
Half of the boys pursued them until they da1ted down byroads and inio the woods or plunged into the swamp. _
Then the plucky boys returned, laughing, to the house.
Dick had remained, knowing that the - boys could caslly
rout the To1ies.
Mark had led them, with his chum, Jack Warren, at his
side, and Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson and the two comical
Liberty Boys following,
When the Tories had gone the house door opened.
Then out came a very pretty girl, with a double-barreled
shotgun in her hands.
·
"Much obliged, Captain!" she said. ".You came just in
time."
"Why, surely you were not alone, Miss?" asked Dick, in
g-reat astonishment.
"I surely was!" with a laugh. "I'm not Miss anybody-·
I'm just plain Mandy Perkins."
"Not so plain, either," said Bob.
"I think she's a very pretty girl," said Paul Ho·wes, one
of the Liberty Boys, who rode a fine, pure white horse,
which he called Captain, in honor of Dick.
Dick's black was called Ma.ior.
"Yes there was only me," said Mandy. "Lucky for it 1
>aw 'e~ coming and shut the doors in time."
"You don't live alone; of course?" ventured Dick.
"No· but mom and sister Sue are over to a neighbor's and
Jad an'd the boys are off in the five-acre lot at work."
"You are a very plucky girl. You hit two of those fellows."
.
"Dad learned me how to shoot and I can do it 'most as
e:ood as the boys."
"If they can shoot any better than she can," said one of
the boys · to Paul, "they must be deadshots."
"So I should say."
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"Bill Cunningham was with them," said Dick. "Do you
know any of the others?"
"There was Sim Rogers and Lishe Dunn, but I don't know
any of the others."
;'They are members of Bill Curutlngham's 'Bloody Scout,'
all of ·them?"
"I reckon they are."
Just now the boys who had .rrone in pursuit of the Tories
returned.
"You ought to have seen Patsy Brannigan chase those fellows," laughed the young second lieutenant.
"Yis, an' yez ought to see Cookyspiller, fat as he is, run
.
aft~er thim!" cri ed Pa,tsy.
'Ihe fat German boy .s n:i-me was Carl Gookenspieler. but
Patsy .never could get it righ~.
"Mem ~ori;,e w.as runned mit me avay, und I don'd could
stopped him, SSJd Carl, so~erly.
''You are some of the Liberty Boys, I reckon, what are
over to Fort Ninety-Six, trying to drive out the redcoats ? "
said the girl.
"Yes, we are some of them.,,
"And you're the captain, 'cause you've got a sword?"
"Yes , I am the capt<iin."
"Hello! Here comes dad and' the boys. I reckon they
must've heard the shooting and come over right peart."
At this moment a man of good build, accompanied ' bY two
young men nearly seven feet in height, came up.
"Are those the boys?" laughed Bob.
"Yes, they're the boys-Moses and Aaron, we call 'em."
"Pl·etty big boys," said Dick.
"Wa'al, they have growed some," said the man, who was
Sol Perkins.
The boys themselves, who were really men, being twentyone years old, were greatly pleased to know how Mandy had
held off Bill Cunningham until the arrival of the Liberty
•
Boys.
"I was hoping you'd hear the shooting and come," said the
girl; "and then the captain and the boys came."
"I'm obliged to yer, Cap'n!" said Sol Perkins. "That there
Bill Cunningham is a bad sort."
"Here's mom, coming up in a tearing hurry," cried;Mandy.
A woman and a young girl now came driving up in a
batte1'ed, old gig, drawn by an old horse, which was even
more battered.
"I see Bill Cunningham an' his gang ridin' down the hill
tight as tJ-+ey c'd ju.mp," said the woman, "an' I 'low they're
comin' here, an' no mistake."
"How many?" asked Dick.
"Twenty on 'em, I should say."
"Then we must prepare for them," said Dick.

"Surrender, you pesky rebels!" cried Cunningham.
"Come and take us, Bill!" said Perkins.
The Tories halted, not knowing how many Liberty Boys
there might be at the barn.
He sent a party to investigate.
These suddenly discoveTed Mark Morrison, Jack Warren
and Bob's party.
They quickly withdrew at sigllt of the boys.
Then Cunningham i'esolved to make a charge.
On he came, his men shouting and firing a volley.
Then all the boys dashed out and discharged muskets and
pistols.
Shots were fired from the house also, and Cunningham's
reception was a warm one.
Patsy roared and Carl yelled a s they sent in shot after
.
shot.
The other boys were just as energetic and more shots came
·
from the house
·
Cunningham was evidently greatly chagrined at being
held · in check by a party inferior to his own in number.
He ordered a charge, and on rushed the outlaws.
Shielding themselves behind the house and the barn, the
plucky fellows poured in a i·attling pistol volley.
Th.en shouts were heard, and Paul Howes, on his wllite
horse, was seen coming up, leading a dozen or more Liberty
Boys.
There were Harry Thurber, Horace Walton, Will Freeman,
Harry Judson, Walter Jennings, Gerald Fleming and others,
all brave fellows.
They quickly" rode u~, firing a volley, and the Tories were
speedily dispersed.
"Was that Bill Cunningham?" asked Arthur Mackay, one
of the newcomers.
"Yes," said Dick. I
"I thought that he and his 'Bloody Scout' always went out
by night," observed- Paul Benson.
"Yes, picking off sentries and solitary wayfarers," sputtered Bob.
"That's more likely than comin' out in the open like this,"
said Mose Perkins.
"I reckon Bill's been lucky lately an' is gettin' sassy,"
added the other son.
"I hardly think they are likely to return now," said Dick.
"They probably expect that our whole troop will encamp
'
here."
"It would not be such a bad idea, eh, Jack?" said Mark
to his chum.
Mark was a bit of a tease and liked to chaff the boys.
He never succeeded with Jack, however.
"Why so?" Jack asked, carelessly,
"Why, it will give you a chance to see the two girls,
Mandy and her sister."
"You'll ha~e the same chance, old man."
"Oh, but I've got a girl."
"Well, how do you know I have not?" with provoking coolness.
"Have you, Jack?" cried Mark. eagerly, promptly falling
into the trap which handsome Jack Warren had laid for him.
"Oh, that's telling," with a laugh.
"Who is she, Jack? Have I ever--"
"Oh, but I didn't say I had one," coolly.
"Oh, you're a humbug!" said Mark, in pretended ange:r.
"We can't very well move our camp now," said Dick; "b
we will keep an eye on Cunningham and his Tories, and ·
they appear in these parts again we'll give them a livelf
chase." ·
It was getting on to sunset and Dick thought it time to
turn to camp.
Taking their leave of the Perkins family, therefore, th
rode away.
In half an hour they were at the camp, where they w
received with acclamation by the rest of the Liberty Boys.
"Come on out wid me, Cookspiller,. till Oi .,.et a bit
"
salt pork for me shtew," said Patsy to Carl.
"Don'd you could went ouid for dot yourselluf?"
"Well, thin, Oi'm wantin' some "pitaties an' a few chick
an' some ingyuns, a ham or two, a soide av beef an' a
more things, do you moind ?"
"You was put all dem t'ings mit der stew in?
ein full meal, I bet me."
"Yis, an' there's a bag av male,
cart an' we'll fetch thim."

I

CHAPTER Il . .
THE TORIES ROUTED.

'.'They're comin' on fur fair," ·s aid Perkins, listening. "Got
yer shooters loaded, boys?"
"They're all right, pop."
"Ride back, Paul," said Dick to the boy on the white
horse, "and fetch up a score or so of the Liberty Boys."
"All right," and Paul went off like the wind.
In a few minutes the tramp of the outlaws' horses could
be heard quite distinctly.
The boys had all reloaded their muskets and pistols, a
·
dutv which they never neglected.
"You go in, mom, an' yew,, tew, gals," said. Perkins. "I
reckon we kin do suthin' with these here fellers till ther
other Liberty Boys come up."
"I think we'll try," said Dick.
"How fur off do you reckon ther boys is?" asked Perkins.
"The camp is two or three miles, but some of the boYs are
out scouting, and I think it very likely that Paul will run
across them before long."
"That's good."
The horse and gig were put in a barn back, of the house.
A party of the Liberty Boys, headed by Mark, stationed
themselves here.
Another party, under Bob Estabrook, taok post at the side
of the house, out of sight from the road.
Dick and the rest, with Perkins and his sons, stood in the
road.
Before long Bill Cunningham and his outlaw Tories, a score
of them at least, came dashing into view,
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t maybe you was want dot I should dose t'ing-s
ket put. "
}'er mouth wm be big enough," laughed Patsy.
!" said Carl, and then he ran away to hitch a
lhe cart.
.
was the company cook and often provided the things
boys ate.
hitched up the cart, and away went those two comical
Boys.
1>atri9t families in the neighborhood were all glad to
something.
short time, therefore, the cart was full.
we have no male," said Patsy, as they were driving
the camp.
d ouid und I was stopped at dis house," said Carl.
got down and at length came out with a bag of meal
' broad shoulders.
llolc dot bag mein shoulders off alretty, Batsy," he said,
forward.
Oi'll do that same, me bhye !" said the good-natured
lad.
en he took the sack by the bottom.
ether or not the sack ·was not securely tied at the top,
one knew.
'
At any rate, Carl was presently showered with meal from
to foot.
•Hold ouid! What you was doed ?" he cried.
•oh, mm·ther! We'll have to pit yersel.f in the pot to
save the male!" roared Patsy.
"More bedder you was dot bag open und letted me meinselluf into it shook."
'
Patsy saved the resi of the meal and then Cad shook
himself.
"Howld on, yez do be gettin' it intil me eyes t" Patsy

~·oilled.

"Now dey was t'ought that we was dwins been.'' Carl said,
with a laugh.
.
"Yis, for, barrin' that ve're t\voice me weight an' have
sandy hair an' a big mouth, ye're me own image."
Enough of the meal still stuck to the boys' uniforms when
they reached the camp to attract the attention of the rest
and the story had to come out.
There was a great' .laugh over it, and Patsy said: ·.
"Sure, that's roight, laugh an' grow fat, "me byes! It's
Letther to laugh nor to cry, any time."
After supper they sat around the fire and amused themselves in many ways.
;
The guards were placed, for the boys always exercised
g1-eat vigilance, and at length only their steady tramp could
be heard.
·
The enemy often made sorties by night, and the boys were
::i.lways on the lookout for them.
Then there were Bill Cunningham's Tories to be g-ua.rded
against.
These rulfians were in the habit of stealing upon lonely
sentries and picking them off without warning, never attacking- them openly.
Ben Spurlock, on g-uard at one of the loneliest points on
tirn line, suddenly heard a sound as of some one stealing
toward him.
Without making undue noise, he quickly slipped behind a
tree and waited, his musket in position and ready to fire
at an instant's warning.

CHAPTER III.
DICK'S MISHAP.

The sound continued, and Ben said, sharply:
"Halt! Who goes there ? "
There was a startled exclamation, and then a sudden rush
toward Ben.
.
'fhen came a thud and a great volume of profanity.
The midnight prowler, thinking to dash in upon Ben and
kill him, had come in violent contact with the tree.
Ben was forced to laug-h, but now he said:
"Take yourself off by the light of the stars you saw, or
you will see more!"
"Who be you?" growled some one. "Whyn't yer tell me
thet there tree was in the way? I done lost my way.''
"Turn right around and go as fast as you can. I've got
my musket leveled at you, and it sometimes 1<oes off in a
hurry."

3

"Huh! I ain't goin' ter hurt ve."
"No, I know you're not," with a laugh; "but I'll hurt you
if you don't malre tracks pretty soon."
" 'Pears ter me ye're pesky onhospitable," growled the
man, trying to work around to Ben's side of the tree.
"Yes, so I am, to your sort. I'll crack that stupid skull
of yours in a minute jf you don't take yourself off."
Then Ben heard other footsteps approaching.
Suddenly springing from behind the tree, he brought down
the barrel of his musket, with a resounding crack, on the
prowler's head.
The fellow yelled and beat a hasty retreat.
Then Ben heard a frog croak.
It
a signal that one of the .boys was approaching.
"Come on, fellows, " he said. "There are two or three
prowling Tories abotlt and we will want to get a shot at
them."
.
At once there were hurrying footsteps and in a short time
all was quiet about the ca.inp.
"How many were there, Ben?" asked Sam Sanderson. one
of the boys who had come up and a great chum of Ben's.
"Two, as far as I heard; but there might have been more."
"Tories?"
'
"Yes; the redcoats would not have come up in that sneaking way."
"Very true."
"And it's a pretty ~oocl distance for the redcoats to come
to reach our camp," added Paul Howes.
Just then there was a shot from another part of the
camp.
A Tory had tiied to steal in upon Jack Warren and had
been fired at.
Then others had come up, but Jack was quickly reiiiforced
and the Tories were obliged to beat a hasty retreat.
"Bill Cunningham is trying to get even with us for the
drubbing we gave him this afternoon," said Bob to Dick.
"So it would seem, but the boys are not to be caught napping."
"No, indeed!"
The two failures seemed to discourag-e Cunningham, if it
had been his gang that had made these attempts to surplise
the boys, and there wei'C no more that night.
In the morning Dick set off on Major to look over the
ground.
He had gone about a mile when he suddenly came upon a
party of horsemen in t.he road.
They had halted, and he had neither seen nor heard them
till that moment.
Among- the men was Bill Cunningham.
Dick recoll:nized him in an instant.
There were others whom Dick had see the day before.
If Bill Cunningham had not been there Dick · ould have
known the men as enemies.
They were an evil-looking lot, the whole of them.
At sight of them Dick wheeled his horse.
Then half a dozen more sprang- out from among the trees
and behind bushes and surrounded him.
He attempted to dash through them and aimed blows at
them with his pistol.
Two or three got some pretty bad cracks on the head
with it.
He was dragged out of the saddle, however, Major dashing on.
The horse would have stopped, but Dick sent him on.
"Get up, Major!" he cried.
"Stop that hoss I" yelled one of the outlaws.
"Stop a hurricane!" snorted another. "They ain't no stoppin" him, once he gets goood an' started."
Dick was quickly disarmed and taken back to Cunningham.
"Well, Slater, we've got you," the outlaw said.
"For the present," said Dick, coolly.
"For the present?" with a coarse laugh. "Yes, and for
good and ii.IL"
Dick did not say anything, but he did not give up hope.
"I wanted that horse," said the man. "You won't have any
further use for him."
"He'll be used yet to give you and your 'Bloody Scout' one
of the liveliest chases you ever ha1i," said Dick.
Cunningham's brow g-rew as black as night.
"Not with you on his back," he said.
"Yes, and with me on his back," coolly.
Cunningham drew a pistol.
"Why shouldn't I shoot you now?" he snarled.
"Because vou're afraid of a hangi~,'' said Dick.

was
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"That'd be a good way ter fix him, only it's too quick,
and I'm going to have some fun with hitn first,'' said the
·
outlaw.
"That's right," laughed Lishe Dunn, another of the gang.
"Come on; let's go to the camp," snarled Cunningham.
"First we know, some of the young rebels will be ·coming
along looking after him."
This was just what Dick hoped.
It was evident that Bill Cunningham feared it and that he
had no desir~ for such a meeting.
He was thoroughly lawless and had more than one murder
to his account, but he feared the soldiers and never had an
encounter with them if he could possibly avoid it.
The Liberty Boys were like veterans, with their four years
and more of service, and Cunningham had seen what they
could do.
Dick ·was put upon a horse in front of one of the outlaws,
and the whole company set out at a gfl}lop.
They shortly left the rough road and went down a winding
path through the woods.
It was not more than wide enough for one, and the:'(' went
in single file, Cunningham leading the way.
They halted at last in a deep glen, when g-reat ledges of
l'ock arose above their heads all around and they shed 'a
gloom over the place.
It seemed a fitting location for the commission of a crime,
and, no doubt, many had been committed there.
The company dismounted and Dick was bound to a tree,
while the outlaws sat about, smoking ' cob pipes and drinki- - from a black bottle.
No attention was paid to Dick, who at once endeavored to
see if he could get his hands free.
His wrists had not been very tightly bound and he found
that he could stretch 'the cords by tugging at them.
If lie could i:cet his hands loose it would not be much trouble to loo,sen the rope about his body.
His pistols had been taken away, but by keeping trees between him and the outlaws he would be able to dodge any
,
shots that they might send after him.
'l'he outlaws were discussing a raid upon some house in
the district and paid no attention to him.
Working industriously, he at last got his hands free.
Then he set to work on releasing the rope about his body.
The knot was behind him, which was no disadvantage, as
he could use his hands without being observed.
Working rapidly and with great deftness, Dick was soon
.able to get the rope loose.
As he did so he ·heard a siR"11al from Bob.
The outlaws were still busy talking.
Dick's sword and pistol lay on the ground not far from
where he stood.
Bob repeated the siR"Il8l.
Dick answered it, and then, dropping the rope, stepped
quickly to one side.
In a moment the sword and pistol belts were in his hand5t
The jingle caused some of the outlaws to look around.
"Jeminyl The rebel is loose!" cried one.
Then there was a shout, and a dozen Liberty Boys came
clashini:c forwar.d.
CHAPTER IV.
THE OUTLAWS ESCAPE.

A number of shots rang out as the Liberty Boys, led by
Bob, dashed into the glen.
The Taries fled in haste, some on horseback and· others on
foot.
"Catch Bill Cunningham!" said Dick.
The Tory was unable to get on his horse, the chase was
.
so hot.
He had a iifle sluni:c over his shoulder, but was unable to
'
use it, the bo¥s pressed so close upon him.
Dick quickly buckled on his sword and ' dashed after the
, outlaw.
Bob was right behind, and close at hand were Ben, Sam,
.Jack, and Paul Howes.
Paul Benson and Arthur Mackay were next, the rest following not far behind.
Bill Cunningham seemed to be making :for· the wildest
region he could find.
Dick pressed him close, never losing sight of him.
No path was too rough for Dick Slater, and he gained
steadily upon ·the outlaw.

He could have shot the fellow, but he YlaS bo:md to catch
him.
Bob, Jack and Ben were right behind Dick.
They never lost sight of him, and the boys behind them
kept them in sight.
Over boulders, leaping across fallen tr~es, crashinP' through
brush and briar, went the outlaw, Dick pursuing him hotlv.
The others were free to escape, but Dick was resolved to
make Bill Cunningham his prisoner if it were possible.
Cunningham now and then shot a hurried glance over his
.
shoulder at Dick.
Each time he did so he increased his speed.
rapidly and steadily upon
gained
Dick did 'the same, and
him.
There was a sound of the rush of water, and the country
ahead of them seemed more open.
Dick and the Liberty Boys pursued the Tory hotly, being
determined to catch him.
Closely pressed, Bill Cunningham reached the brink of a
foaming stream.
In a moment he leaped into the rushinir torrent.
Dick halted upon the very brink.
Cunningham leaped iight into a fall and went down with
it.
At the bottom there was a deep pool.
Here the water surged and foamed, clouds of spray being
dashed up.
Dick watched for the Tory to come to the surface. '
Ben nnd Sam ran along- the bank down stream, while Bob
and Jack went up.
They were looking for some place to cross.
"He'll swim over to that side,'' said Bob, "and we must
be ready for him."
Dick watched for the outlaw, pistol in hand.
He had no doubt that Cunningham would reach the bottom
of the pool, and then swim under water as far as he could.
It had been a hazardous jump, but not one to prove fatal
necessarily.
The fall was not a high one, nor was there a g-reat volume
of water, although it foamed and rushed and made a g!'eat
roar.
It would be an easy matter to i:co to the bottom and then
swim with ·the current under water or even rise to the surface a little below the fall.
Dick watched for the man to come up, while Bob and Jack
went upstream, looking for . a place to cross.
They found a tree bridge a little way up and crossed over.
Then they hunied down on the other side.
Dick was still watching for Bill Cunningham to come to
the surface.
Three or four minutes passed and nothing was seen of
him.
"He could not remain under as long as that,'' said Dick
to Paul.
"No, and the fall may have killed him."
"I don't think that. He probably kept close to the bank,
where we could not see him."
Bob and Jack were now on the other side.
"Do you see any signs of him, Bob?" shouted Dick.
The . water made so much noise that it was necessary to
call quite loud.
"No," said Bob. "Hasn't he come up yet?"
"I haven't seen him."
The stream took a turn a short distance below.
Bob and Jack hurried toward it, keepini:c a watch on the
water.
"There he isl" shouted Bob.
"Where?"
"Sitting on the bank on your side, dripping wet."
"Come on, boys,'' said Dick.
Then they hurried down stream, finding it a rough r
at times.
They were often obliged to turn aside on account of
boulders in theh- way.
Bob and Jack had a better path ·on their side of the st
They had to turn out themselves now and then, but not
often as Dick and the others.
"I don't see him, Dick,'' cried Bob, after one of these
tours.
Dick could not see anything of the outlaw either no
At Ieng-th the road was so i~ough on Bob's side that
I ~·ould be obliged to leave the stream for a considerable
tance.
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They returned the boys' fire, but the daring young· fellows
"You'd better J!:O back, boys," said Dick. "There is no sig-n
had the advantage of being- concealed.
of the fellow."
They could pick off the enemy without exposing- themselves
"I suppose we'll have to give him up," said Bob, thoul!:h
and every shot told.
t hate to do it."
The redcoats and Loyalists on the stockade were quickly
"I don't see any help for it," was Dick's reply, "but we
forced to take to shelter.
are sure to see him again."
The stream here was not so deep nor so wide as it had · The work had to stop, of course.
Every time a man appeared he became the target for a
been, and the two boys made their way across with little
scorE\ of muskets. ·
difficulty.
Now and then one would venture out, not having seen anyDick knew the J!:eneral direction to ,the ilen where the outthing of the boys for some time.
laws had been, and he now led the way to it.
The boys, who had been patiently waiting- for just such a
Then they went farther, got their horses, and rode back
chance, would immediately open fire.
to the main road.
This t ended to make the enemy more cautious.
"We knew something was wrong when Ma.ior came back
. The boys would frequently change their positions so that
· alone," said Bob.
the enemy were puzzled to know just where to expect a shot
· "Yes, I knew you would."
"We had no trouble in followinl!: his trail, and he led us a from.
TI1is added to their troubles, and the work had to be finally
Joni!' way himself."
abandoned.
"After that you followed the path?"
"We must look out for sorties," said Dick. "We are much
"Yes, and heard those fellows talkinl!: at some distance."
"They did not seem to think that there was an enemy nearer than we were."
"Would it not be wel! ' to keep a scouting party out to
within miles," with a smile, "and they quite forJ!:Ot to keep
watch for them?" asked Bob.
a watch unon me."
"Yes. and there are two or three points from which a sally
They returned to the camp, seeing nothinl!: of any of the
could be made easier than from others."
·
Tories.
"Then we will watch these?"
It was not likely that any of them would be in the neigh"Yes."
borhood after the chasing they had received.
After dark small narties were placed near these points to
"If we could chase the 'Bloody Scout' out of Ninety-Six,"
watch the enemy and send word t o the main body as soon as
said Bob, "it would be the best thinl!: for the district."
.
"I am sorrv to say that there are bands of supposed anv suspicious move was detected.
There was a pass through a ravine which Dick had had his
patriots," said Dick. "who are just as bad a s Bill Cunninl!:eye on for some time.
ham and his gang."
Tt was inst the place where the enemy could make a sortie
"Like t}\e Cowboys and Skinners of Westchester," returned
unobserved . .
Bob. "One is as bad as the other."
He detennined to watch it.
"We must try and g et rid of these evildoers, no matter
He posted himself with a small party at the head of this
what side they are supposed to be on."
pass and waited.
"It will be a blessing to the district if we do."
At lengi;h he heard sounds which told him that the enemy
When they reached the camp they were received with
was cominl!:.
l!."rf'at joy by all the boys.
"You have had adventures, I am sure," said Mark.
As yet no one else had heard anything.
"Quite a number of them, in fact," said Bob. "Bill Cun"Hurry. Ben," he said ouietly, "and bring up the Liberty
ningham escaped, but we gave him one of the liveliest runs
Boys to the other end of the pass."
.
he has ever had, I'll warrant."
Ben was off like the wind. ·
"It's a pity we can't run him out of the district alto. He had heard nothing, but he knew he could depend upon
l!:ether."
·
.
Dick. ·
"So it is, and Dick says he is going to try to do it."
.Away he went on his speedy roan, and Dick and the others
Then all the boys will help him."
Just before noon Dick had instructions from General fell slowly back.
Dick Sfater's keen 's ight and hearing had proved of g-reat
Greene to move the camp nearer to the enemv's lines.
The patriots had beg11Jl to construct -- - '\els and ap- advantal!:e to him on more than one occasion.
They proved so now.
· the fort.
proaches to the stockade and redoubt de'.'
Ben knew just where to find the Liberty Boys, and he lost
The enemy were about to build a platfor . ·. ,,Jn the stockno time.
ade upon which to mount l!:Uns.
.
Dick and his pa1ty fell back and waited.
These were to bear upon the patriots and prevent their apAt lengi;h the enemy could be heard cominl!: on rapidly,
proach.
.
The Liberty Boys were to advance as close as they could but with little noise.
They knew the value of silence and speed, and exercised ·
and harass the enemy as much as possible.
This was work for which the plucky boys were well them both.
They evidently had no idea that any one was waiting for
adapted.
With their horses they could advance to within a short · them, as there had been no sound.
On came the enemy, and soon the itlitter of scarlet unidistance, fire a number of volleys and get away when the
·
forms and the J!:lint of steel could be seen.
enemy's fire became too hot.
As yet Dick did not hear the Liberty Boys coming.
They could also advance on foot and !!arry on the fig-ht
For all that he determined to hold the enemy in check.
in backwoods fashion behind trees and rocks.
He had onlv a handful of boys, but pluck would go a long
"There will be plenty for ~he Liberty Boys to do," said
way, and the enemy did not know how few there were.
:Bob, greatly pleased at the change.
"Attention, Liberty Boys!" he cried in clear tones. "Fire
"And 1 can depend upon them doinl!: it," was Dick's reply.
when they are within ten yards."
The enemy suddenly halted.
They could see no one, and could not tell how large a force
there might be opposed to them.
CHAPTER V.
And then Dick.heard the noise of the Libe1-ty Boys coming
on at a gallop. ·
BOTHERING THE ENEMY.
"If thev will not come on, boys , we will have to charge
The boys had an early dinner, and then went on the march. them," said Dick.
The enemy began to fall back, still seeing no enemy, howWhen they were settled in their camp they moved toward
·
ever.
·
the stockade.
·
"Charge!" shouted Dick.
The enemy were building the nlatforms for their battery.
Out rushed the little pa1ty with a loud shout and a ter1ible
The boys dismounted and crept steadily forward without
clatter of hoofs.
being discovered.
A few rapid shots echoing from rock to rock sounded like
Then from perches in the trees themselves, and from bea full volley.
hind them, they opened fire.
The enemy. ignorant of the force coming against them,
A number of the enemy had been hit before they discovand .iudg-fog that it must be large, fell back in haste.
ered this new danger.
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Then, seeing that there were but f ew of the boys, they
ralli d and came on with a rush.
Dick and his boys fell back slowly, for now the sound of
the main body coming on. was di st inctly heard.
Dick fired a shot to hasten t heir coming.
There was an an swering shout, and in a short time on they
came ·with a rush.
The enemy suddenly found t hemselves opposed to the full
com pany of the Liberty Boys.
"Dov-rn with the redcoats, send them back to their post!"
shouted Dick.
"Liberty forever , back with the redcoa ts and Tori.es !"
ech oed the gallant lads.
Crash-roar!
A tremendous volley rang out.
The rocks and woods seemed f airly to blaze.
Many a g-ap was seen in the m nks of t he enemy. and the
line began to waver and then to break.
"Charg-e!" shouted Dick.
'f'he brave boys hurled themselves upon ,the enemy with a
shout.
And now other patriots came dashing up, hearing- the sound
.
Of firing.
They charged the enemy with the Liberty Boys, and the
l'eclcoats were driven back to the stockade.
Dick i·eceived great praise for his watchfulness.
He took it very modestly , however, and said: ·
"It is our duty to be watchful, and if we were not we could
not blame any one else if the enemy got the best of us."
"The stricter the watch we keep upon these fellows," Bob
said, "the sooner we will tire them out and make them lrive
up t he strug-1de."
The enemy made for ays at other points, and were more sucressful than they had been in the ravine.
· The Liberty Boys could n ot be everywhere at once, howeve1', and the enemy had taken the others by surprise.
They did not attempt to get through .the ravine again,
ho\vever, and the boys kept a watch upon other points.
t
They dld not see anything m ore of t he enemy, an
length went back to the camp.
Later they were at the stockade a1<ain, keeping a watch
upon the enemy.
Whenever one appeared he became a mark for the muskets
•
of the sharpshooters.
After two or t hree had been picked off the others took
warning and no more appeared.
Greene's men were protected at their work a nd were steadii advancing, although their prog-re-ss was necessarily slow.
Kosciusko had charge of lhe engineering work, and proved
hin1self an adept, but they could not advance rapidly, and
Greene thought tha L it might be better to storm the 1·edoubt
.
and the stockade.
The force within the f ort was not as large as Greene's, but
thi> iila ce was well defended.
After drivin sa- away the men a t work on the st ockade and
leaving others to keep a watch on them, the Liberty Boys
set off to keep a watch on the roa d.
It was rumored that Rawdon was coming to Cruger's as·
·
·
sistance.
It was well to keep a watch on him, therefore, and see
tr.a t he held no communication with the enemy.
Ev night nothing had been seen or heard of the approach
of a.n outside enemy.
Then the Liberty Boys were sent to look for Bill Cunningham and his "Bloody Scout." havinir been reported at some
.
·
little distance.
"We will have to give those fellows another chase," said
Bob, "to teach them manners."
.At dusk the boys halted, having received no further information concerning the Tories from the settlers they passed
on the road.
After supper Dick took Major and went off to see what
he could learn.
He had ridden a mile or so when he saw the outlines of
a fig m·e on horseback iust ahead of him.
The fig-ure at once darted behind a tree and Dick did the
same.

Suddenly a shot rang out.

.

It struck the tree behind which Dick had taken shelter.

He fired an answering shot, which he heard sti'ike the tree.
"Too thick to shoot through, Slater," said Cunningham with
a hoarse laugh.
Dick saw the tail of Cunningham's coonskin cap protruding at one side.
He fired another shot and cut it off.
"Pretty 1<ood shot, Slater," said the outlaw, firing at Dick.
The latter was safe, however, the bullet whistling by and
striking a tree ten feet behind.
"Come out in the open and have it out, Slater," cried the
·
'
outlaw.
"I'd ra ther fire from here," was Dick's reply.
"It 's as fair for you as for me. Let's both fire till one
or the other <lrops, or both, maybe."
"You would not be missed, Bill Cunningham, but I would."
"I reckon my folks think as much of me as yours do of
you."
"But there• are a good many more who would like to see
you put out of the way."
Dick heard some one on horseback coming from the outlaw's direction.
The firing had no doubt attracted attention.
It was more likely a friend of Cunningham's than of his
own.
Changing- his position, he fired two or three rapid shots.
There was a yell and Cunning·ham began firing- mpidly.
"Confound you, Slater, you popped me t."iat time," snarled
the outlaw.
"Glad of it!" said Dick. "I have no sympathy for such as
you, Bill Cunningham."
The t ramp of the oncoming horseman was heard most dis·
tinctly.
"Hello! that you, Billi" shouted Jim Rogers.
"Yes, hurry up!"
"Come on, fellers, Bill is bein' peppered."
Then more horsemen were heard coming.
Dick had no hope of reinforcements.
·The camp was too far off for the boys to hear the sound
of firing,
It was not likely either that any of the boys had gone off
in the same direction he had taken.
He had a few shots left, and he determined to use them
to the best advantage.
It w~ g-~tting- much darker, but he knew pretty well in
what d1rechon the outlaw was, and almost his exact position.
As the horsemen came up with a clatter of hoofs he sud'
denly darted out into the road.
Then he fired all hi s r emaining pistols in rapid succession.
There were several startled exclamations, a..nd two or three
yells.
"Did you get one of those, Bill Cunningham?" shouted
Dick. "I meant one of them for you."
"After the i·ebell" yelled the outlaw.
Dick was off like a shot in a moment.
'l'he Tories put after him, discharging their rifles.
The bullets failed to reach him, and he rode on like the
wind.
He could easily outride the Tories, and before long he
failed to hear the tramp of their horses.
At the end of half a mile he met Bob and three or four
·
of t he Liberty Boys.
"What's your hurry, Dick?" Bob asked.
"Nothing now, but Bill Cunningham and half a dozen of his
Tories were after me, and I had used up all my shots."
"Are they corning, Dick?"
"I .don't hear the~," and Dick began to reload his pistols .
This was somethmg none of the Liberty Boys ever neglected.
They could never tell when they might need· a shot, and
_
they always went prepared.
Having finished loading his pistols, Dick listened.
"I don't hear anything," he said.
"Ben and Sam and I set out on a venture," said Bob, "and
heard distant shots when we had been out for a time."
"I hardly thought you would any of you come this way "
replied Dick, "so I did not look for you, but made thin~s
lively for Bill Cunningham on my own account."
CHAPTER VI.
"He did not take you by surprise then?" asked Ben.
"No. We had a duel on horseback behind trees."
A DUEL ON HORSEBACK.
"Tell us all about it," said Sam. "That must have been
Although Dick had seen the man for an instant only, he lively work."
'·It was, but I could not fight half a dozen, and when the
reco.liCilized hiin as Bill Cunni.nghlj.lll.
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rest came up, I peppered two or three of them and re-

In a sho1t time the newcomers appeared, and Dick and
the rest beat a hasty retreat.

-treated,,
"Did you hit Bill?" asked Bob, greatly interested.
"Once, at least."
"I wish you could have broug-ht down the scoundrel. It
CHAPTER vn.
.
would be a· public benefaction to get rid of him~'
"Yes, so it would, but I could not take too great a nsk,
ANOTHER ENCOUNTER WITH CUNNINGHAM.
and he was at pains to keep out of the way."
laugh.
a
"Yes, I wan-ant he was," with
There was no doubt that the newcomers .were Tories by
The boys were ridi:ag along in the direction Dick had come.
appearance.
their
"Sh!" Dick said.
Then Bill Cunningham shouted to them, and bade them
· "Do you hear anythingf" Bob asked.
charge upon Dick.
"Yes, horses."
They fired a volley at the boys, but the latter were too
"Then more followers are corl!ing on, I suppose."
fleet for t hem, and darted away among the trees.
"Very likely."
There were nearly a dozen of the outlaws, and the boys
The boys shortly halted and each got behind a tree.
did ' n ot care to get within too close range.
There we1·e Dick, Bob, Ben, Sam and the two Harrys.
Then, as the Tories came on, Bili Cunningham and all,
They were a match for an equal number of Tori~s. or even
the boys opened fire u pon them.
more.
Instead of overtaking and punishing the young patriots,
Just here it was more open than where Dick had had his they suddenly found themselves brought to a halt.
·
duel with Bill Cunningham.
The boys rode on, but halted every now and then to send
The moon was up now, and shed a silvery light over the. in a vollev at the ruffians.
road.
Muskets and pistols rattled and cracked, and the Tories
On came the horses, and at length the m en could be seen. found the firing much too hot for them.
Bill Cunningham was at the head, Jim Rogers and Lishe
Then some of the· patriots of the section, hearing the firing,
Dunn bein<?' close behind.
came· out and took sides with the boys.
sharply.
"Halt, Bill CUllningham!" said Dick
Sol Perkins and his two young giant sons were among the
The outlaws were taken completely by surprise.
.
number, and did good work.
They fi red a volley and then got behind trees.
The Tories we1·e forced to retreat, and Dick and the boys
in
wound
Not before Lishe Dunn had received a painful
went back to the camp.
the shoulder from Bob's pistol, however.
The rest of the boys were greatly interested in their a<lruffians.
the
of
Ben Spurlock shot off the hat of another
. ventures, and were glad to hear that Bill Cunningham had
boasted
"We'll have you out of that before long, Slater,"
been routed.
Cunningham.
"Sure, we'll have to give him a great chasin', as we did
Cunninglike,
you
"You mav have us out of here before
.
the ither day," said Patsy.
ham," said ·Dick.
"Ya, I bet me dot was goot," said Car1, "und maybe he
was chumped der water in some more und don'd was come
· "There's a lot of fellows coming."
ooh alretty."
"More of the 'Bloody Scouts,' eh, Bill?"
•
"Sure it's hot wather he'll be gettin' into wan av those
"That's what they are."
"How do you know that there are not more Liberty Boys days."
"How vou was dot water mage hot; subbose it was wincoming, Bill?" asked Bob.
"We don't care if there are," and Cunningham fired a shot der, alretty ?"
"He'll get it hot enough, niver yez fear, Cookyspiller,"
at the daring first lieutenant.
It struck the tree, but Sam caught sight of the outlaw's laughed Patsy.
"I don'd cared off dot water was cold or not off be was mit
leg and fired a shot at it.
it drowned unct don'd some more come ooh," Eoberly, at which
Cunningham moved at that moment.
,
The -shot cut away some of the fringe on the outlaw's all the bovs laughed.
Later, when it was dark and still in the camp, Carl was
buckskin breeches.
"Not as good a shot as I meant to make, Bill," said Sam, on guard.
He was always ready when he heard suspicious noises, and
. dryly,
was as alert as many a livelier boy.
Jim Rogers fired at Sam, but missed him.
At length, hearing a grunt, he said quietly :
Then Han:v Judson, catching Jim exposed for a moment,
"Who was dot, und what you want? Hold still a liddle."
fired and grazed his arm.
The grunt was repeated, and footsteps were heard coming
"Consarn ye fur a pesky rebel,' yer hit me," ~elled Jim.
"Did I?" with a laugh. "Well, that's what I tried to do. toward him.
"Maybe dot was ein pick und maybe dot was a Inchun.
Hurt you much?"
Hold ouid, who you is?"
"I'll hurt yew, consarn ye, jest see if I don't."
The grunt was repeated.
The outlaws did not venture out, however, and the fusil"Oft' you was a Inchun or off you was ein pick, I shoot your
lade was kept up.
The Liberty Boys did ·not waste a shot, and whenever there nose off pooty quick, off you don'd was toldt me who you is
was a lull in the firing, they reloaded one or more pistols, so alretty."
The grunt was repeated and the steps came on.
as to be prepared for a dash.
Then Carl fired.
They did not expose themselves, and they kept an eye on
All at once there was a rush,· and something ran h.etween
the outlaws to see that the latter did not work around to
Carl's legs and upset him.
where they could get in a good shot.
A riumber of the boys came running up, and the fires sudSome of the Tories tried to do this.
Ben caught one of them at it, and narrowly missed giving denly blazed up.
Then the boys saw a big pig running wildly through the
him a painful wound.
'
camp.
The f ell()w's haste to get to shelter was truly laughable.
Two of them shot and killed it, and by that time Carl was
Harry Thurber saw another trying to get in' closer and sent
on his feet.
a bullet so close to his ear that it made him jump.
"Py chinger, dere was two hundredt pigs between mein
Cunningham was more cautious, for he knew that none of
the boys would miss a chance to get a shot' at him if one legs runned, and trow me downside off alretty," he said.
"Sure there's only wan an' here he is," said Patsy, "but
presented itself.
· Dick would have liked to catch the scoundrel, but, failing he's a big felly, so he is."
"Der oder one~ was got away, you was only shooted dis
that, to give him a wound that would lay him up for a long
·
one," said Carl.
time.
My, oh my, but
wan.
y
onl
the
s
i
this
yez,
wid
"Go'n
coming
horsemen
of
party
large
a
of
sound
At length the
there'll be a foine lot av hams an' shouldhers an' rashers in
on at a gallop could be heard.
"There is little doubt that the newcomers are more of Cun- that felly.''
"Dot pick was wildt, I bet me."
nlnl!'ham's gang," said Dick in a low tone.
"Well, he's tame enough now."
"Then we'd better leave?"
"Dot pick don'd was tame, he was deadt.''
"Yes."
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"B t•t su re that takes the woildness out av annything, clon'L
iL, Cor.k ys piller?"
" cin , dot don'd was."
.
"An' phwy isn't it?"
"You was saw ein hen mit its headt cut off?"
"Yis, av coorse."
"Well, dot was more wilder dan off it was alife, ai n' t it?"
"Yes, but a hin hasn't the since to know phwin it's dead,
do ye moind ?"
"Humbu g !" said Carl, and he returned to his post, while
t he boys dragged the pi g a.w a y to be cut up and cured.Early the next morning Dick set out on Major to look over
t he ground.
He passed the Perkins' h ouse and saw Manely sitting out.s ide churning.
"Did you he;ir i1 they caught any of Bill Cunningham's
. .
i:ang last night? " Dick asked, riding up.
"No, thev didn't catch any of 'em, but they made them take
to t heir heels right smart."
"Yes, I supposed they would."
"The boys would like to get hold of Jim Rog-ers," said
Mandy, churning industriously.
"For any particular reason ?" asked Dick.
''Why, Jim, he said he was going to marry me whether
I liked it or not."
"But he is older than you are by seven or eig-ht years."
"Of course he is, but that wouldn't make much account if
I wanted him ."
" But you don't?"
"I should say not. Mose heard he'd said it, and asked him
if it was so."
"Yes."
"Jim 'lowed it was, and Mose would have horsewhipped
him, only he g-ot away, and since then he's sai'd it again."
"I mu st say he has a good deal of assurance."
"So he has, but Mose 'll t an it out'n him if he catches him.
·w hy, I wouldn't look at him."
T hen Mandy churned so vig-orously that she sent the cream
t o spouting up alongside the dasher.
"Don't get so emphatic, Mand y," laui:;hed Dick.
"Well, I hate such impudence ! Marry me whether I like
it or not! As if a g-irl didn't have something to say about
that ! The idea! "
"Look out, you'll have all that cream on the i:;round!" with
a laugh.
'' No, I won't, ·•cause it's come to butter. Reckon those last
t wo or th ree thumps fetched it."
"I shouldn't wont'l er."
Dick shortl v took his leave and went on.
Some distance f ur ther he saw signs as if a party of men
had passed that way recentl y.
Dismounti ng, he left Ma jor behind some bushes and went
al1ead cautiously.
He suddenly came upon Bill Cunningham, sitting on the
bank oi a little ·s t ream. ·
His iifl e lay on the gor ound a few fe et aistant, and hi s pistol
belt was v.'ith it.
· l'fhe instant he saw Dick he spran2' to his feet.
"Stay where you are, Bill Cunning-ham," said Dick, leveling hi s pi stol.
Cunn ing-ham turned ashen and drew a knife.
"I'll fig-ht you, Slater!" he hissed. "If you 1('et the best of
me I'll go with you."
''Very good," said Dick.
He thrust his pistol into his .belt, drew a knife, and advanced.
The g-round was hard and level here.
· The Tory was no doubt i:;ood at handling a knife, but so
was Dick Slater.
The two advanced, eyeing e'ach other keenly.
Cunningham aimed the first blow at Dick.
It was parried, the knives emitting fire as the blades
struck.
CunninghaJn tried to i:;et around so as to ·place. Dick's back
' to the water.
Dick ;vas t oo wary, however, and kept his place, facing the
·
stream.
Then he t ried to seize the outlaw's wrist.
Cunningha m sp1·ang- aside and aimed a savai:;e blow at him,
but Dick parried it.
Then, when the t wo knives caJne together ag-ain with a
clash, the outlaw's snapped at the hilt.
"Your st eel is like yourself, Cunningham, thoroughly bad,"
said Dick

I

"Let me get my pistol," said the outlaw.
" No. Wait a moment."
Dick then cut two stout cudgels, of an equal length and
weight.
One of these he tossed to the Tory.
"Come on," he said, "you ought to know how to wield a
·
bludgeon."
"I'll brain you, Slater," hissed Bill .
"Perhaps not! If I send you to the ground you go with
me?"
"Yes."
Then the two contestants advanced to begin the second
round of their dtJel.
In a few moments Dick's cudgel caught the outlaw along'
.
side the jaw with a resounding crack.
The man fell to the ground stunned.
In another moment there was a shout and a dozen members of the "Bloody Scout" caJne bounding out of the wood.

CHAPTER

vn.r.

THE SIEGE RAISED.

Cunning-ham had fallen quite close to the bank.
Stooping, Dick i:;ave his body a roll and sent it into the
water with a splash.
Then he turned and ran swiftly, putting the bushes between himself and the outlaws.
Some of them fired at him, their bullets flying wild.
The sudden plunge into the creek revived Cunningham.
He climbed out upon the bank, letting- out a volume of
profanity at what he considered an insult.
"Reill me into the water like an old log-!" he stormed.
"Why didn't you stop' the confounded young rebel, you fools?"
"I reckon he was too sudden for. u s, Bill," di·awled Jim
Rogers.
"Go aftfilr him, fetch him back!" roared Cunningham, shak·
ing- himself like a wet dog-.
The outlaws gave chase to Dick, but he quickly recovered
Ma.ior, and rode off with a shout.
He fired two or three shots, which caused some of the
outlaws to jump, and then rode away, quickly disappearing
from sii:;ht.
Riding- back to the Pe1·kins' house he found the whole
family assembled.
'"I've just had a meeting- with Bill Cunningham," he said.
"The ruffian may come here, but they will have to g-et •their
horses first."
"Met Bill Cunningham, did ye?" returned Perkins.
"Alone?"
"Yes, at first. We had a fight, and l g-a,'e him a crack·
on the jaw which I think he, will remember."
"With yer fist?" asked Mose.
.
"No, with a cudgel."
Dick then related his adventure, all being 1('reatly interested.
"Ye don't reckori they'll come here, do ye?" asked Mose.
"Was Jim Rog-ers with the1· i:;ani:;?"
"Yes, he was there."
"I'd like ter see Jim," 1('rimly.
"Yes, so I understand,'' with· a smile.
"Do you 'spect they'll come this way?"
"Some one is coming- now."
"Shucks! I aon't hear nothin', captin2'."
"I do,'' said Dick.
Before long- the rest of them heard the sounds.
A party of men on horseback were coming- along- the road;
In a short time they appeared.
They were Bill Cunning-ham and a number of his g-ang-.
"Give it to ther rascals,'' cried Perkins.
At once he a,nd his two sons beg-an firing at the Tories
with little ceremony.
"I don't waste no time on sech fellers," said Perkins.
"Fetch the1· shotgun, Mandy. Load up arin. boys."
Mandy brought out the shoti:;un, but by this time Cunningham and the Tories had sought safety in flii:;ht.
"Ef everybody would shoot them skunks at sight," said
Perkins, "we'd soon rid the district of 'em."
"It would be rather a summary way of doin2' things, I
admit,'' was Dick's answer, "and I won't say that it isn't
right."
"It'd be the way to fetch em," said Perkins. "They don't
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stop ter think erbout firin' on we-uns when they see us, and

turn about is fair play."

l

"Yes so it is in this case."
Dick' then we~t back to the camp, got all the Liberty Boys,
and made a thorough search of that section.
Bill Cunningham had disappeared, evidently thinking that
the region was getting too waim for him.
1 t · th afterd t th
• 'h L'b rt B . t
e
I e I e Y oys re urne o e camp a e m
no~~:ter a little rest Dick set out for Ninety-Six.
d a
On the main road leading into the town h e Observe
countryman riding along.
He was speaking to this one and that, as he rode on, to
officers and citizens alike.
There was nothing unusual about this.
What struck Dick, however, was that the man did not set
his horse like an ordinary rustic.
There was a soldierly bearing about hi.m which caught
Dick's eye in a moment.
"If that isn't a messenger or a spy, I am greatly mistaken," was his thought.
He therefore endeavored to reach the man without attracting his attention.
At one time it was seen that the supposed countryman was
approaching too near the gates for safety unless he was a
·
redcoat.
A cry went up, which the stranger heard.
He immediately made a dash toward the gates.
Dick fairly flew after him, hoping to overtake him.
The man waved a paper aloft, and the gates were quickly
opened.
He rode inside at a gallop, and several shots were fired
at Dick as he quickly wheeled.
"If I had only seen him sooner I might have stopped him,"
.
he said to himself.'
The man had no doubt brought word from the enemy.
Perhaps Rawdon was coming with reinforcements.
The sojh.er an attack could be made upon the fort, the
better, therefore.
The patriots were at work upon a tower from which to
·
fire into the enemy's works.
This was completed the next morning.
Two trenches and a mine were nearly let into the enemy's
ditch, and Greene, therefore, decided to wait no longer.
The center battery opened upon the star redout as a signal for a general attack.
The tower was pushed forward and a party entered the
ditch with long poles to pull down the sand bags on the top
of the stockade.
There was a fierce fight in the ditch, and for a time it
seemed as if the patriots would be able to · enter the stockade.
The sand bags were being rapidly pulled down, and the
brave fellows in the ditch were pressing to ascend the parapet and assail the garrison.
The enemy then sent out two parties from the star redoubt, entering the ditch at different ·points.
The patriots, assailed in front and behind and overhead,
were forced to fight their way out.
They did so, although the slaughter was terrific.
Captain Rudolph, of Greene's army, succeeded in breaking
down the stockade and getting into the fort.
Lee was ready to follow up this advantage by entering
the town, assailing the fortified jail, and then to assist in
reducing the star redoubt.
Greene, however, believing the retention of the post doubtful, before the arrival of Rawdon, and unwilling to sacrifice
his troops, withdrew the detachment from the stockade, and
prepared for a general retreat.
The Liberty Boys had taken an active part in the fight,
and received praise from all hands.
They retired to their camp with instructions to go after
Bill Cunningham if he again appeared, and to follow him up
closely and capture him if possible.
Early the next morning Dick set out with Bob, Jack, the
two Harrys, Ben, Sam, and a dozen more Liberty Boys to
reconnoiter.
Nearing the Perkins house, they heard firing.
"Forward, boys," said Dick.
On they went at, a gallop.
Coming in sight of the house they saw a party of Tories
gallop:ng away.
O;;ie of them had ~ l!'irl in front of his_saddle.
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"They've got Mandy. Fath?r ~d the boys was away, and
.
.
,,
those skui:lrn took .us by sur~mse.
"Was Bill Cunmngh:1m with them? said Dick.
"No, it was Jim Rogers, Lishe Dunn •. an' son:e more."
"He can't be far away,". answered Dick. "Ride. back, Jack,
as fast as you can and bnng up Mark and the Liberty Boys,
the· whole of them.'.'
Jack was away m a moment. "We'll chase the 'Bloody
"Come on, boys," said Dick.
Scout' if we have to go into North Carolina."
The boys rode on, following the trail easily.
They came in sight -0f the fugitives half a mile farther on.
'rhe Tories dashed ahead upon seeing the boys a,p.d were
soon out of si,,.ht, going down a hill in the distance.
h 1
h
"'
"They'll .ioin Cunningham, but we'll have t e w o e troop
then," said Dick, "and ready to give him the liveliest chase
he ever had."
CHAPTER IX.
IN PURSUIT OF THE TORIES.

Dick and his score of brave boys pushed on, now catching
sight of the Tories on a distant hill, and now losing them.
They were evidently going to some appointed place, for
they kept straight on, and did not scatter to puzzle the boys,
as they might have done.
At length Dick reached a swampy, deeply wooded road,
where the shadows were dense and where dan~er seemed to
lurk in every bush.
Coming to this, Dick halted.
"l'hat is just the place for an ambush," he said. "We
will wait."
"Jack will make the best of his time," declared Bob, "and
bring up Mark and the Liberty Boys. as soon as he can."
"Yes, he will not delay, nor will Mark when he sees Jack."
"Do you think that some of the scoundrels are in there,
Dir.k ?" Bob asked.
"They are likely to b. They cannot go as l'.8-Pidly as we
can, and they would want to take a rest."
"And that is just the place from which to hide and fire
upon an enemy."
"Very true," agreed Dick.
Leaving the boys near to the entrance into this forbidding
place, Dick stole cautiously around upon one side, and made
·
his way in unobserved.
He left Major behind, and stole along on foot, sometimes
creeping along on his hands and knees.
At length he heard the low hum of voices.
As he supposed. some one was hiding here.
Advancing cautiouslv, he at length saw a number of men
whom he knew to be Tories hiding in a thicket close to the
·
road.
Stealing nearer, he heard some one say:
"Heard anythini? on 'em yet, Jim?"
"No, I hain't. I reckon they hain't got here yet." ·
"They're sure not to suspicion nothin' ?"
"No, they'll 'spect we're 'way on ahead, an' 'll come on as
pert as kin be."
"An' then we'll riddle 'em."
"Don't be so sure of that," muttered Dick.
"I'd like to know what'd be surer, Hank?" izrowled Lishe
·
Dunn.
"I di<ln't say it wasn't."
"Yes, yer did."
"Tell yer I didn't. I hain't opened my head."
"Oh, it's sure enough," said Jim Rogers , "but I reckon Bill
'11 be tearin' mad at us for killin' Slater, 'stead o' lettin' him
do it."
"Couldn't we ketch him instead, then?"
. "Well, I reckon it'll be safer ter riddle him with bullets
when he comes on. Then we can take him to Bill an' let him
do some more."
"Yes, I reckon we kin. Keep yer eyes peeled an' yer ears
·
open."
"Oh, I kin hear 'em comin' on quick as anybody."
Dick now stole back to where he had left the boys.
"There are some of them hiding alongside the road a little
way in," he said to Bob.
"Many?"
"Half a dozen."
"That is not all."
"No."

•
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"vVaal, you air a comical feller," laughed the woman, "but
"You did not see Mandy? "
do you know I'm going to give you all them?"
how
doubt."
no
l'est
"No. She's been sent ahead with the
cause you was ein goot womans, und you was ein
"For
Ii "What are you ,g-oing to do?"
alretty."
alzo
batriot
the
then
and
"Take a party and rout out those fellows
"How· do you know?"
others can come on."
"For cause you ·was got dose batl'iot colors mit your
"Good."
faces."
ahead
"push
Ben,
"Wheh you hear firing," Di.ck said to
"In my face, you funny feller?"
so
with the horses and join us."
· "Ya, you was got plue eyes und red sheeks un .shkin
"All right," s::j.id Ben.
und dot was batriot
plue,
und
white
red,
millik,
!ige
white
Mowes,
Paul
Dick then took Bob, the two lfarrys, Sam and
colors, I bet me."
and stole toward the lurkinll: place of the outlaws.
"Begorry , don't iver say that only the Orish have been to
The boys made no noise, and 1rot within si1rht of the ruf- Blarney afther that," ·oared Patsy. "Sure it's a soft ton11:Ue
fian s Without beinsx observed.
yez have wid the women, Dootchy ."
Then they made a sudden rnsh.
"I reckon you kin talk as smooth as him," laughed the
Shouting and firing a few shots, they dashed forward.
good naturedl y.
woman,
"Death
"Do.:wn with the Tory scoundre ls," they shouted.
"Sure it's yer own good face that wud kape me from <loin'
to Bill Cunning ham and his To1·iesl"
annythin g else," said Patsy, and then the woman laughed,
· There was a 1rreat scramblinsr to sret out of the way.
and the two comical Liberty Boys did not go away empty
heard.
were
Then the tramp of horses and more shouts
handed.
his
and
The Tories made off in a tenible fright, and Dick
boys reached the road.
They could see some of the ruffians hurrying down the
1·oad at full speed, and then the tramp of horses.
CHAPT ER X.
Dick al)d his party quickly moupted ancl took up the chase.
'Phrousrh the evil region they d:i.shed, and at length came
, A STUBBORN CHASE.
ou~ upon a better r oad.
They could hear the Tories scamperinsr on at full speed,
After dii.rk Dick and Bob set out upon their horses to look
Lu t did not see them.
y of Bill Cunning ham.
They halted at length to let Mark and the Liberty Boys for news of the Tories, and especiall
They had ridden a few miles when they came to a roadr.ome up.
Lt was not a long time to wait, and then the whole troop side tavern.
Putting their horses at the side of the house, they entered.
w nt on at good speed.
There was no one in the tavern but the landlord and the
"We can chase them out of the district." si.id Dick. "but
·
servants .
\ Ve must rescue Mandy first."
They had seen Jim Rogers and· his party go by, but had
"Yes, and you'll find the two broth~rs coming after her
ham.
aL a lively l'ate as soon as they know she is gone," added seen nothing of Cunning
"I am very loath to entertain such cattle, young sire," he
Bob.
said.
They kept on until noon, when they took a rest.
"I shouldn' t think so," sputtere d Bob.
The Tories had gone on, it was said at a house they
"I am a Tory, but I anl proud to say that I ai-n a gentlethem.
with
not
was
:ham
Cunnin11
passed, but Bill
and would not a ssociate with men like that."
man,
Dick.
said
later,"
him
join
"They will probably
1'Then these others did not stop?'' srud Dick.
is
it
"for
Mark,
observed
"
running,
be
will
"Yes, a.'1.d they
"No, and I told them very ulain that I preferre d the rooms
not often they have to do with a determin ed set of fellows
would occupy to their company ."
they
our
of
out
keep
to
want
will
they
and
Boys,
like the Liberty
you do not know if Cunning·ham is in the neighbor "Then
way."
•
hood?"
of
heard
time
to
time
from
and
'l'hey went on at len11:th,
but I did not see them."
,
informed
am
I
been,
has
"He
they
road
the
finding
in
difficulty
no
the Tories, and had
The two boys were standin11: by a window with a lig}).t behad taken.
them.
hind
we
then
"and
Bob,
said
ni11:ht,"
all
on
"They won't keep
Suddenly there was a clatter of hoofs.
are sure to come up with them."
Then Cunning ham and a dozen of his men appeared in the
Alorig- toward sunset the boys halted.
of ligJ:!t shining from the window.
path
like
g-oin11:
The Tories had ,passed half an hour before,
are the ·rebels now!" cried the outlaw.
"There
mad, although thei1~horses seemed to be jaded.
lost, young sirs," gasped the landlord .
are
"You
CunMandy was still with them, and they had not joined
out of the rear door, followed by Bob.
hurried
Dick
ningham , the party being no larger than before.
a clatterin g of swords the boys ran to their
with
Then
"We will take a good rest," said Dick, "and then push horses.
on. It is likely that we will come upon them after dark, as
At the same moment some on within, startled at the sudtheir horses will need more rest than ours."
appearan ce of the two boys, let fall a pile of milk pans
den
The boys made a tempora ry camp, therefore , and Patsy and pewter mugs.
began to get supper.
"This way, Liberty Boys, here are the Tories!" shouted
"Sure Oi came away in such a hurry that Oi've no salt Dick. "Now then, charge the rascal Cunning-ham!"
entoirely ," said Patsy. "Go'n out, Coo~yspiller, an' sret me
Leaping upon Major, Dick went dashing around · the side
·
a handful. "
of the house.
Bob followed closely, shouting in ringing tones:
"What uses was dot salt?"
war
that
"Forwar d, Liberty Boys, down with the 'Bloody Scout,'
"Sure it's a big hand yez have, an' amiYhow,
away with them."
on'y way av shpakin.. "
Cunning ham and his men, thinking that nothing short of
"Ya, you was spoke funny, I bet me."
to
"Go'n wid yez, Oi don't, but it's yersel! that spakes as the whole troop of Liberty Boys was in chase, set spurs
their horses and dashed away.
ouick as a ram's horn."
shots
Dick and Bob went clatterin g into the road, firing"Humbu g! Rams' horns don'd was said somedinsrs."
·
"Well, come on wid yez· till I get the salt, an' some milk, and yelling.
They turned and dashed off in the direction of the camp,
an' a ham or two, an' maybe- --"
"Und you oxpect I should carry all dot in mein hands?" however , ·in an instant.
Cunning ham and his men fairly flew, and it was some time
cried Carl.
before they realized how they had been tricked.
"Well, it'll be on hand, annyhow ."
"That was a S!}.Ucy bit of work," laughed Bob, when they
At the first farmhou se they came to a woman said:
.
at length halted.
"Waal, I don't begrudg e ll:ivin' you boys plenty but them
"We had to take a big risk, and we did, Bob," returned
ugly lookin' villains what went by this evenin' couldn' get
a pinch o' salt. I got out the shoti'UD. when they sto-pped, Dick.
"And got out of what might have been a. bad scrape."
an' they went on a,g-in, putty peart."
put
"to
Carl,
said
s,"
"Nothin g risk, nothing gain," with a laugh.
ourselluf
wanted
salt
"Ya, we was dot
clever
"Very true, and we gained our freedom by your very
on dose shickens und eeks und millik what you was gife us tridc."
alretty.''
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"We know now that Bill Cunningham and his 'Bloody
[Scout' are in the neighborhood, and we must try to rescue

:Handy."

.
.
"Yes," said Bob.
Returning to camp, pick m8.!'shalled th.e Liberty Boys unmediately and set out m pursmt of Cunningham. . ,
After an hour's ride- they came upon the Tones camp.
.
fires, still burning.
They rode on till quite late and then, seeing nothing of
the fui;itives, halted for the re;t of the night.
"We must try and get close to them withQut being observed," said Dick, "for otherwise we will not be able to
.
rescue the poor ~rl."
"We must do that, even if we have to let these ruffians
•
go" remarked Bob
Before the boys· set out the next morning Mandy's two
brothers arrived in camp.
They 'were very indignant at the Tories, and were most
eager to go on, although they had had little rest durmg the
night.
They would be likely to .show little mercy to the abductors when the~ me-t them, and the men no doubt knew
this.
As Dick had suggested, the only way to rescue Mandy was
to steal up on the Tory camp, fui_d out where the girl was,
and then make a sudden dash and get her away.
Dick prevailed upon the two men to take a needed rest,
and follow the Liberty Boys later in the day.
The )loys set out after an early breakfast, and went on
rapidly.
Jn an hour they learned that the Tories had bee~ seen that
morning, pushing on at a good speed toward the river dividing- the next district.
The boys crossed at a ford shortlv before noon.
The t'rail led through ll wild region where there was
scarcely a road.
The· path, for it could be called nothing else, wa.s rougp_
:ind narrow, and the Tories had evidently taken it, thinking
that the boys would be discouraged and .l?'ive up the chase.
'"If their horses can follow it, ours can," said Dick.
"Yes, and feel it less," Bob replied.
Dick, Bob, and a few others went ahead to guard ag-ainst
surprise.
Bill Cunningham was a treacherous scoundrel, and would
not hesitate to fire upon the boys from an amhijsh without
J?:iving them the slightest warning.
The path was at its worst, a.Jld the boys wer~ walking
their horses.
Suddenly Dick stopped.
"I smell smoke," he said.
Then he went ahead aloJle, anq with l!'reat caution.
Leaving Major behind, he crept from rock to rock a11d
from bush to bush with the greatest care.
At length he came to a little open.in~.
Here was a little log cabin.
Smoke was curling lazily ul> from the rough stone and
earth chimney.
In front of the cabin sat Jim Rogers and Lishe DuM.
Their horse.s were RT~ng at a short dista)lce from the
,
cabin.
There _was no sign of Mandy to be seen in or out of t}le
•
capin.
The door of the latter was wide open, and tpe place seemed
to be habitable.
Manqy mig-ht be i.tjthin, put Dick did not see her.
There was no extra horse in sight, but the girl might have
ridden in front of Jim, as at first.
Dick signaled to Bob, using a natural sound.
The men at the cabin were not alarn].ed, and did not seem
to hear the sound.
In a few moments Bob stole up.
Then Jack and Ben followed.
They all saw the two men, and it was not necessary to say
anything.
Creeping stealthily forward, Dick gave the signal.
In a moment the four boys leaped into the opening.
The two men sprang to their feet.
Jim tried to draw his pistol.
Dick struck him down in a moment.
oufen and Jack sprung upon Lishe and orevented his calling
Then Dick and Bob seized Jim.
,. Any one else in the cabin?" a sked Dick.

tiNo."

•

11

!

,
;;vyiiere is ~he ld.rl ?"
Bill CuD.llln.icham has her. Thats -plumb meaJl to take
my gal awar fro~ me like that when I've be'n ter aech
,,
tr~,uble, ter int her..
.. Sh.a s. n?t y~:>Ur .e:1rl! YOU sco~drel, ~d Bob.
,.Whe1e 1s Bill Cu~ngha;m? asked ~Helt.
~?ne on further, .m a l>1.i.;, hurry. Id like ter shoot him,
ta~ away my gal like ~ha\
fhell you hav~ left him?
,,
.
;;Ywi."
But why didn't Lishe leave 1
•
.
;; 'Cau.se me an' him is part.ners."
I believe ypu fellows !ll'e lymg. Loo~ .in the cabin, Bob.
Bob 3.lld Ben searc~ed. through the cal>m.
There was no one IJl it.
."Yo~ fellows stayed bacl~ here for ,,some other reason," said
"
D~~k, mid have S?~t the ,1!1rl ~ea.d.
Tell yer we ham t, 'We ve left B~ll Cunningham.
Suddenly Jack l?fl.Ve a wa.rnin.e: i;igna.l.
Some one was coming.

•

CHAPTER l l
THE ENEMY IN BIGJl'J'.

The boys quickly gagged the two prisoners and hurried
them awav.
The men had not caugl1t Jack's sjgnal or they mi~ht have
shouted an alarm.
Dick remai!led at the edge of the opening wtµle the boys
hurried away with the two prisoners.
In a few moments a dozen or ropre ronl<'h lookinl!! fellows
appeared.
Bill Cunningham was not with them.
"Hello, Jim!" they called.
There was no answer.
"That's funny, I thought Jim an<J Lishe were~."
"Well, they ain't, 'less tqey're asleep."
'
A number of the men entered the loir cabht.
"There ain't any one in here."
"That's so, there iUn't.''
.... ,
"Where are they?"
"I dunno. I guess-hello!"
"What's the matter?"
"Somebody's been ill here, I see t4~ir trac]pi."
•ryes, and here's more," i:iried one pf the men outside.
"It's them blame rebels," with a snarl. "They'v, run off
·
with Jim and Lishe."
••
' 1WheFe are they now 1"
"I dunno, an' I don't want to. Fust thing we know they'll
be runmng pff with us or shoptin' µs down like pig'JI."
Then the men seemed to be taken with a 1111dden J>lmic,
and hurried off in many directions.
Dick crept back to the others.
"Tl1ey are airaicj tlu~t we were all here,• he aid. "and ran
•
like sheep."
"We'll have to get closer to them," 'said Bob. •a.nd ~ot let
them know anything about it."
"It was only by accident that they Jrnew it t1dls time," answered Dick. ·
"Very true, and Mandy wasn't there either.•
The boys pushed on, findin.e: evidences pf the rapid fliR'ht
of the Tories.
It was very evident that Bill Ctmllingham had no desire
to meet the Liberty Boys in open fight, R!ld that he would
avoid it.
The two captured Tories told the same etory when they
went into camp y.rjth the boys.
Cunningham had taken the girl away from them, they insisted.
Then Lishe declared that Cunningham had told them to
abduct the ~rl in the first place.
"We didn't do it on our OWil accoµnt,'' he said. "Bill
wanted the gal, an' made us run off with her."
"But Jim Rogers lµj.s ~en heard to say that he would
marry her whether she liked it or not,'' said Dick.
"Waal, p'raps he did, but Bill done tol<l us we'd µ-otter do
it," persisted the man.
"And she is with Cunningl}am now?"
"Yus."
"Well. you fellow:; abducted her a.nd will be held rooponzil>le..,
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"But I t ell yer we couldn't help ourselves," muttered Lishe.
Dick said not hing.
"Yer can't hang er feller fur doin' what another feller
.
·
makes him do," continued Lishe.
" 'Course yer can 't,'' put in J im. "Bill Cunningham J~St
with
off
run
didn't
we
if
that
said
an'
heads
our
o
t
put pistols
ther gal he'd shoot us dead ther next time he seen us."
"You're a couple of liars," said Bob, angrily. "You abducted the girl, and now because you are caught, and ~er
two brothers are here, you are frightened and are trymg
to get out of it."
"Honest an true, we ain't,'' said Lishe, "an' if yer let us
go we'll sneak inter ther camp an' get ther gal out fur yer."
"If we let you go, that would be the last we'd see of you,"
·
said Dick.
"And besides there is more against ypu fellows than running off with t he i;cirl," observed Bob.
"Yes you':·() outlaws,'' added Dick, "and belong to Bill
Cunningham's 'Bloody . Scout,' and that's enough to hang
.
you."
, ..
.
Both men turned ashen.
"Let us go and we'll take yer right where Bill is an give
.
,,
him up," gasped Jim.
"And now you would· prove traitor to your leader, · Said
Dick "You ar e a contemptib~e sneak and scoundrel."
"An' so's Bill Cunningham,'' snorted Jim. "I run off with
ther gal fur my own, an' he took her away an' when I see
him ai;cin, I'll cut his wizzen, ther skunk."
"Just now you said that Bill forced you to abduct Mandy
P erkins," said Bob.
"No, I didn't: Lishe said it, and J.iishe was !yin', and he
.
,
·
knows it."
"I don't think either of you mind doing that sort of thing
.
whenever it comes handy,'' laughed Bob.
The two prisoners were put under guard, and the mam
.
body went forward rapidly.
Cunningham was making all the haste he could, and Dick
.
was determined to catch him.
Taking half the Liberty Boys, and bidding the rest come
up at fair speed, he pushed on rap"idly, taking little or no
rest for hours.
At dusk he had gained upon Cunningham by all that he
could hear.
Resting for half an hour, he went on again more rapidly
·
than before.
It was quite dark when he saw the camp fires of the fugitives on the opposite side of a small but deep and rapid creek.
Dick saw the lights first.
Halting the boys, he went ahead.
Dismounting a short distance from the creek, he went to
·
the edge and stood behind a tree.
He could see men moving about the camp, and heard their
·
voices very distinctly.
He soon recognized Bill Cunningham himself standing by
one of the fires.
He could have shot the man, but that was not his way of
•
doing thing-s.
Signaling to Bob, he was soon joined by the latter, and by
Jack.
"We must get over there, boys," he said.
"How did they do it?" said Jack. "There is no bridge and
the creek is too deep and swift to ford."
"They may have destroyed it," suggested Bob.
"Very likely ,'' returned Dick, "but we must get over for
all that, and wi th little noise."
"Then we'd better look for a better place than this and
one not so near."
Dick signaled fer more of the boys to come up.
Then he sent them up and downstream to look for a suit·
able crossing.
Jack found one downstream, about a quarter of a mile.
The brook was much wider here, but neither so deep nor
so rapid.
Harry Thurber found a tree bridl!:e upstream about three
hundred yards.
Horses could not get over here, of course.
.
The boys could, however.
Dick sent Bob, with the two Harrys, Ben, Sam, Will,
A1thur, and half a do zen more to l!,"et over at that point.
Then he would take Jack and a score of the boys over on
their horses by the lower crossing.
Bo)> and his party were to approach the camp cautiously
and try and locate t he kidnapped J?irl.
Then, this being done, they were to signal to Dick.

He wo\1ld come up, make a sudden attack on the camp, and
call off attention from Bob.
If Bill Cunningham could be captured, well and J?ood, but
the primary object was the rescue of Ma ndv Perkins.
The boys took their horses by a little detour through the
woods to the point which Jack had found.
The others went silently upstream, taking uains not. to be
seen, and not to make any noise to attract the attention of
1
the outlaws.
Dick's party, being farther off, was in less danger of discovery, although a straggler from the camp might unexpectedly encounter them.
Everything promised well for the success of the undeitak..
ing.
"We'll l!,"et Mandy away anyhow," said Rob,.

CHAPTER XII.
MANDY RESCUED.

Bob and his pal'ty reached the tree bridge without being
discovered by any .of Bill Cunningham's 1?an11:.
They \Vere smoking, carousing and making a great noise.
They evidently thought that the creek being between them
.
and the Liberty Boys made them safe.
Under ·ordinary circumstances the boys would still be
miles away.
They no doubt believed this, and therefore had no fear of
a surprise.
Ha):'ry had already tested the bridge and found it to be
strong.
Bob thought that it was best that too many should not
.
cross at once, however.
The light of the fires shone upon it, and so the boys went
over on all fours, instead of st.andinl? Ul'Jright.
Bob went over first, followed quickly by Harry and Ben.
Then Harry Judson, Sam and Will crossed in succession 1
making their way rapidly and Without noise.
.At length they were all over.
Then they made their way toward the camp from different
points.
There were no tents, but here and there a rude shack had
been built.
Toward these ..shacks the boys made their way.
In one of these no doubt the l!:irl would be found.
Some of these rough habitations were on the very edge of
.the canip.
One was in the middle, and harder to approach than the
rest.
The boys began to J?et to the others first.
Harry Thurber crept up to one.
He could hear a man snoring lustily within.
"Shut up, Jack!" he heard another one say. "Sleep with
yer mouth shut."
"All ril!:ht," and the· snoring c e~ :.1.
another shack, saw
Ben Spurlock, making his wr
clouds of smoke cominJ? ·from it. · ~ .
"She would not be in there," fo e buy said to himself.
Sam Sanderson, creeping up to a third shack, heard two
or three men playing cards by the light of a pine torch
stuck in the ground.
The boys quickly signaled that the girl was not in any of
the outer shacks.
Then Ben began creeping alonJ? the ground to a shack
standing a little back from the edge.
Ben took another, a short way from this.
Bob advanced cautiously till he reached the rear of the
shack.
He passed a group of outlaws within four feet.
They did not observe him, being too busy smokin11: and
·
drinking.
Bob. then bel!,"an working around to the front of the shack,
.
listening intently.
Getting to the front, he saw a man come out and walk
away.
Bob cut a hole in the side of the hut and looked in.
The light of the fire shone in, and Bob saw that it was
empty.
Just then he heard a signal from Ben that he had been
no more successful.
That left the shack in the middle as the only one ex·
amined.

•
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By this time, Bob reasoned, Dick and his party must ha~e
crossed.
Withdrawing to the edge of the camp, he signaled to Dick.
In a few moments he was answered.
Dick was on hand at the other side of the camp, therefore.
One could expect to hear the sound of his attack at any
moment.
Bob quickly got all his boys together.
"When you hear Dick fire and shout," he said, "m ~ke a
dash for that center shack."
In a short time they heard a loud noise on the other side
of the camp.
Dick and his party had attacked it.
Bill Cunningham and his g-ang leaped to their feet.
Some ran for the horses, while others rallied to beat off
the invaders.
Bob and the rest rushed in without any unnecessary noise,
and made a dash for the center shack.
There was a rough looking fellow standing before it.
The boys hurled him aside.
Bob and Ben rushed in.
"Hello, Mandy, where are you?" they cried.
"Here!" answered the girl, springing up.
"Quick, come with us!"
The man hadrai sed an alarm.
While the greater part of the outlaws were getting on
their horses, some were t rying to keep back Dick Slater and
his plucky little band.
Others now came rushing toward Bob.
"It's all right, Dick!" Bob shouted, "we've got her. Off
with you, boys."
Bob and Ben hurried Mandy awa y, the others covering
th<!ir retreat.
Then Dick made a more determined attack, calling out:
"Catch Cunningham, boys, don't let the outlaw escape."
Bob's pursuers left him, and rallied to their leader's side.
Then Cunningham and the whole band overturned the
~h acks upon the fires, and mounting their horses, rode away
in hot haste.
Dick could not follow until all of the boys had crossed, and
he sent Jack to bring them up.
Bob dispatched Sam to bring- the horses over, and then
quickly joined Dick.
"Your brothers are in the other camp," said Dick to
Mandy. "You will want to go to them, I suppose?"
"Yes, if there is any one to go with me," the J?irl said.
She looked around in a way that was supposed to be most
careless.
SinJ?Ularly enough, .her gaze lighted upon one of the Libertv Boys who had been most attentive to her:
Dick saw the direction of the girl's look and• said:
"Peter, I think you had better go with Mandy. The rest
of the boys are probably not far behind us now."
"Oh, I don't care how far it is, Capta'in," said the boy,
frankly, and a number of those nearest to him lauithed.
"If Mark were here he'd never get over that," chuckled
Ben.
"No, it would give him something to tease Peter about for
a week.'' laughed Sam.
"As soon as the rest of the boys across the creek come
up, we'll ~o in chase of these ruffians," said Dick.
Mandy set off across the creek from her escort, being provided with a horse ca~tured from the outlaws.
The boys from the other side of the creek were all over
in half an hour. '
Then the chase was renewed.
By midnight they reached a fork of one of the rivers and
found it quite swollen.
"We'll wait till morning," said Dick.
"Sure we got over the other wather and why ca:ri't we get
·
over this?" asked Patsy.
"Dere was more off dis water as off de oder water been
'
ain't it?" said Carl.
"Yis, but there's more av u s to go over, so that makes
less for aich av us, do ye moind ?"
"How dot was? Dere was choost so much water, ain't it,
nd we was all had to got over?"
"Sure yez wudn't understhand av Oi towld yez, Cookypiller," laughed Patsy.
"Humbuit!" sputtered Carl.
Fires were lighted, and the boys proceeded to make themelves aa comfortable as possible.
By sunrise the other half of the troop arrived.
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Mandy had gone back with her brothers.
The pri soners had been turned over to a company of militia they had encountered.
The boys all breakfasted together, and then set about findin.I!' a fo rd.
Cunningham was in the lead, but Dick determined to pursue him till he caught him, or found that this could net he
'
done.
CHAPTER XIII.
A SPIRITED ENCOUNTER.

The Liberty Boys found a ford and then, crossing ihe
ford, pushed on in chase of Cunningham and the "Bloody
.
Scout."
During the mornin_g they heard of the Tories as hav:ingo
gone on not long before.
An hour later they came to a wild bit of country where an
ambush might easily be made.
Taking an ordinary horse, Dick rode on cautiously.
Keeping air his senses on the alert, he went ahead on a
rough road, where there were deep woods on both sides, and
bits of swampy R"fOUnd here and there.
Suddenly he saw a rider emerge from the wood in front of
him.
It was Bill Cunning-ham.
,
The Tory fired.
The bullet whistled harmlessly past Dick'!! head.
Then Dick fired.
Had not the outlaw suddenly chansi:ed his POsitlon he would
have been shot.
He darted ahead, firing as he rode.
Dick sent a shot whistling after him, and grazed his leg.
Cunningham fired a gain, but without causing any damage.
Dick fired two shots in quick succession and narrowly
·
missed the outlaw.
Then the latter fired again, and Dick's horse was shot under him.
He leaped to the .ground in time to escape a bad fal1.
"Come take me, Bjll Cunningham, " 'he cried, retreatin.I!'.
The Tory was afraid to follow, fearing an ambush.
It was well for him that he did not.
Mark, Jack and four or five other boys came suddenly
riding up.
Bob had heard the shots and had sent them ahead.
Seeing the outlaw, they began firing at him in lively fashion.
His horse was killed under him, his coonskin cap was shot
away and a bullet grazed his arm.
He was thrown, but got up in a hurry and dove into the
woods.
Half a dozen shots were sent after him as he retreated.
As his footst~ps were heard for some time afterward, it
was presumed that he was not badly hurt.
"So you have been having an argument with Bill Cunningham,. have you?" laughed Mark.
"Yes, and a hot one."
"I don't supose that Bill liked our interfering,'' chuckled
,
Jack.
"We coJJld give him knockdown arguments, at any rate,'' ·
.
said Ben.
"Are the others coming up?" Dick asked.
"I suppose they will, hearing the extra shots,'' was Mark's
·-· · ~
·
reply.
"Yes, I hear them n ow,'; murmured Dick.
In a short t ime the boys rode up. ·
Dick then mounted Ma.for, and went on at the head of his
troop.
Half a mile furth er on, still in the wild section, they were
suddenly · fired upon by a lot of Tories.
No one was badly hurt. although three or four were hit.
"Down with them !" cried Dick.
At once the boys fired a rattling volley.
Crash-roar!
The woods echoed the sound, and th,e smoke floated away
among the trees.
On dashed the plucky boys, and the outlaws did not fire
again.
Some of them could be · seen dashing along the road or
'into the woods on their horses, while many took to their
heels and hid in the thicket.
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The gallant la.ds did not look for the fugitives, but pushed
on after those who had irone on.
"They will long remember the chasing we gave the 'Blopqy
:Scout' in these parts," sputterei:l Bob.
"Some of the outlaws won't," said Mark, nim!y.
They passed through the swampy region at last, and later
1
came to an opening.
Here Dick detennined to halt, the boys having ridden a
number of hours without rest.
"It is certainly one of the hottest chases these fellows
have had," d~clared Mark, when .they were ma'b.-1.ng camp.
"Captain Beale ·g ave him just such another at one time,"
said Dick.
"Yes, and Bill Cunningham both hates and fears Beale,"
,remarked Bob.
~ "Beale is an independent, bµt bears a much better character than Cunningham."
·
"It would be ha.rd to find a worser" saiA Mark, !lzyly.
"C_ookspiller," said Patsy, i'it's my 9pip.ion that' the byes
will have foine appetoit~ aft4er their roide."
"Ya, und I was taught YoU was bedder mage <\fnner pooty
quick already."
"Sure that'11 phwat 01'ln gain' to do, av yez'U give me a
lift."
"Where I was lifted you? Where yqu was gone?"
"Help me, I mane. Go an' get the wather and make the
foire, an' . wash the pifaties, ant kill a few chickens, an'
catch a pig, an' do a few more little things loi~e that, do 'ye
moind."
·
"Dot was wh!l-t yol.l was calle!f a few lidille di:q.gl!i iss it?
I bet me off you was caught dot pig, you WflS taught it was
ein big ting- alr~tty."
· '
"Yis, thin pigs do be obstinate bastes, much loike yersilf."
Humbug!" sputtered Carl
··
"Well, ~o get a bucket av wather annyhow. Ye'll foind a
spring beyant."
·
While Patsy and some others were making a fire . ~nd gett ing things ready, Carl took two buckets and went tp the
spring.
l
·
He filled his buckets and then thought he would t;ike a
drink himself.
, Kneeling on the l!TO't\nd, he resteq Qn his qands al}d lea~ed
over.
. Just as he i;eached the water llo i:olq m>se was poked inj;o
hrs face.
"Gone away, Batsy, I want to get ei.n drink," he said.
. The. nose was pusl:jed againl'!t his, ~p.q llo bellow ·souµded
right m hls ears.
,
·
He started back, slipped, and plunged head first into tl}e
spring with a i:n-eat splash.
Sputtering . and gasping, he drew himself o~t, arose and
shook himself. ·
'
Then he beheld a brown calf drinking from one of the full
·
·
buckets.
"Gone onid off dat!" he cried, seizing the ,.rea...·-e by the
t~.
.
~ '.j.'he animlj.l bellQwed and set off at a gallop, Carl follQwingo. .
.
I
Straight to the camp he ran, all the bors laughing to see
Carl c?me in holding pl} to his tail.
''
"Wart a m.inyute, Dootchy," roared Patsy. "Av the tail
don't be comiµ' o)tt, Oi'll bang him on the hid for yez."
Some of the boys caught the fri ghtened creature 8Jld tieq
him to a sapling.
'
"Dot sassy veller w11s drunk by dot bucket ouid," said
Carl, "und pushed me der water hi. I bet me we was had
soup mit dot calluf."
"Sure we won't have it av yez don't get the wather," said
Patsy. "Hurry up wid yez."
Then a farmer came in, looking for the calf.
"She's an ornary critter ennyhow," pe said when hi! heard
the story of Carl's adventure, "an' I have lots o' troµble with'
her, an' I reckon I better give her to yo\l boys."
··we will be glad to have h~r." returned Djck.
"Yer didn't steal her, ennyhow, an' them pesky Tories
wh at 's hiding in ther hills would ha' done et,'' fast ernuff'."
"Do you mean Bill Cunningham?"
''Reck on I do, an' ef ther folks hereabouts gits hold on him
th ey'll settle him right quick."
"We are in chase of him," said Dick, "and would like to
ca tch him."
·
"W aal, I r eckon I know where he is, an' c'n show yer ther
place easy.'"

''Very good. We will set out shortly and try and run him
dovv"ll."
"Ef yer do yer'll do the best thing fur ther deestrick that
ever was done," said the farmer.

. CHAPTER XIV.
A SLIPPERY Fl!)LLOW.

After din~ei Dick set off with a score
the boys to find
the hiding place of the outlaw.
The farmer went with them to show the way.
He tri~d to tell Dick hpw to find it, but at last said·:
"I rei::kon I can ;;l:jow ye ]:>etter'I). I can tell ye about i~."
"I think likely,'' with a smile.
They were not able to go far pn horseback, on accouµt of
the steepness and roughness of the path.
The horses were left in charge 'of two of the boys and the
rest went on.
The farmer, whose name was Mudge, went ahead, with
Dick at his side.
Bob, Jack and Harry Thurber followed close behind.
The rest of the boys came on by twos and threes at short
intervals.
.
Toiling up t!1e rocky path, )Vindip.g in and out among
boulders and fallen trees, avoiqing briars and thickets, and
upland bog holes, the resolute boys pushed op.
At length Mudge cautioned silence.
Dick passeq the word along to mak!! as little noise as
possible, but to advance rapidly.
Finally Mudge put his hand on Dick's arm and pointed
ahead.
Peering under the overJlanging branches, Dick saw a roug-h
i:abin among the rocks, in a little open place, a dozen yards
ahead.
' Dick crouched and crept forward cautiously.
Presentlv two men came out of the cabin.
One was Bill Cu;mingham.
Diel< recognized the other as one 'of the Tories, but did not
Jmow his name.
B.ob and J aak presently came up behind Dick.
They saw the two men at the cabin.
Just then another came out.
"Th$lre can't be many more," Dick whispered .
· "No, the place would not hold them,'' returned Bob.
The boys waited a few minutes, but saw no one else come
put or approach the cabin.
By this time nearly all of the boys had come up.
Dick, Bob ~d Jack crept forward as far as they dared and
waited for the others to follow.
Then Dick g-ave the signal.
At once all of them rusl:jed forward.
The three Tories made a dash for the ~abin.
Th,!l boys :fireq, wounding- two of the men.
Bill Cunningham irot safely inside and barred the door.
"Surround tl)e place, boys," said Di!!k. "Tear it doW1l.
Keep an eye on these two scoundrels."
Some pf the boys rim aroµ,nq to the bac&:.
The cabil). was b»ilt right on the edge of a deep ravine.
A nµµi'Ql!r of them bro).rn dpwp. the cjpor.
Dick rushed jn, foJlowed by J ac~, BQb apd Ben.
T}ley saw Bill CupniJlgham sudcjenl:v cjisappear through a
trap in the floor.
Springing forward, they saw it led down into a ravine.
The olltlaw w~s lowering himself on 2 rope.
Dick would have followed, but at that moment the J10pe
parted with a snap.
' CUI).Jlingham went tumbling into the ravine.
It was. too dark to see where he lap.ded.
T4~n the boys ouifide shouted that they saw him.
Dick and the others ran out.
"'f}lere he goes!" cried Harry Thurber, "running alonS? the
pottom of the ravine."
Mudge came up and fired a shot at the outlaw, barely
missing him.
"Is there any use in going- down there, Dick?" asked Bob.
"No, and I doubt if we could do it without i.rreat difficult,
"Waal, consarn me if I ever suspected there was an.v sue
place as this here," said Mudge.
"We did not suspect it ourselves," was Dick's re11ly, ·"
we would have prepared for it."
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There being nothing further to do, the boys set off down
the path to the camp.
The two prisoners, who were not badly hurt, were taken
along.
'£hey said that by descending into the ravine and following
it, Cunningham could gain three or four miles on his pur.
suers.
He had not suspected that anyone would follow him, and
was greatly surprised when he· saw the boys.
It was a surprise to them: that the settler should ·have discovered them, as they did not suppose that anyone knew
the place.
Cunningham was going on, they said, and hoped tQ soon
throw his persistent pursuers off the track.
They evidently expected that the boys were going to
hang them, and were greatly relieved when they learned
that thev were going on.
"What ought to be done to you fellows is to give you a
f!'Ood lashing," said Bob. "Hanging is too g-ood for you, an<l
it is a waste of good powder and shot to shoot you."
"I reckon ye're right," said Mudge, "but I know purty
well what ther folks arnund here '11 do to 1em ef they know
them skunks is · e1·bout."
"! think I can · guess," said Bob.
"Er course you've got ther right on et an' ther pris'ners
is yours, but ef ther folks git wind o' yer liavin' 'em, I
reckon yer'll have trouble in ~·ittin' 'em throukh."
"I. suppose we will," said Dick, "but I do not feel like letting- the men v.:o, nor like turning them over to the neigh hors."
The two men were evidently afraid that this would be done,
and were greatly relieved when the boys took 1 ave of Mudge
:ind pushed rapidly on.
At sunset they reached a settlement where there was :i
company of militia, and the two prisoners were turned over
to the senior officer.
Nothing had been seen of the Tories, and it was thought
that they had avoided the place.
The boys made their camp intending- to have a search for
'
Bill Cunningham and his "Bloody Scout" in the n1orp.fng.
"I suppose it will be some satisfaction to know we have
driven the fellow out," i::aid Bob, "but Pd rather catch him."
"So wou1d I," replied Dick, "but it will be something- to get
i·icl of him.''
"He's a wily fellow," opserved Mark, "and 1 think he knows
now that it is decidedly to his interest to keep out of the
wav."
After supper, the guards were set as usual; the boys keep-
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CHAPTER XV.
THE FATE OF BILI, CUNNINGHA M'S ~mSSENGER.

The prisoner,' who was no doubt a Tory, was taken before
Dick.
"Are you one of Bill Cunningham' s gang?" asked Dick
"Waal, no, not e~actly," with a drawl. "He's el' neighbor
o' mine, an' I thought I mought see him, hearin' tell he was
erbout."
"Who told you he was?"
"Oh, I heerd 'em talkin' el'bout ei in the tavern down on
ther crossroads."
"How far is that?"
" 'Bout er mile or two, I 1 reckon.I'
"Do you live about here ? •
"Yus, erbout halter mile from the!' tavern. T heard tell
BMill had er camp some'eres erbout an' I thought I'd drop in
an' see him."
"Go get a rnpe," sa!d Dick in a qu.iel tone to some of those
standing about.
The prisoner t ried to escape from the two who we1·e holding- him.
"Don't hang me, Cap'n !" he yelled. "I'll tell yer all 11.bout •
it if :ver lemme $1.'0. "
"You are one of Bill Cunningham' s gang?" Ii.liked Dick.
"Yes."
.
"Where is he?"
"Er couple o' miles off, mebby more.''
"He sent you to look for our camp 7" .
"Yes, but I g-ot lost.I'
"Then you thought this was Bill's camp?"
"Yus, I reckon it was."
- "Cunningham did not know that we were in the <liSt.l'ict ?"
"'No, but he was erfeered yer mought be, an' he wanted t ' l'
know; Yer've be'n chasin' us right peat't lately."
I "Yes, and we mean to keep it up," with dete1•mination .
"What have we uns done to you UllS that ver should peRL<' r
us? We hain't never bothered sogers."
"No, because you have been afraid to," sputtered Bob.
"You will pick off sentries around a camp, but you won't
attack a company in the open," said Dick.
"We ne':'er clone .it to you uns," with a whine.
"You tl1ed to, but we were on our guard. You fellows arc
nothing- but outlaws, and ought to be driven out of the country."
"Waal, we're tryin' to g-et away, but yer keep on foll erin'
of us up an' never givin' us no rest."
"We don't intend to g-ive you any until we have scattered
ing a careful watch.
Sam Sanderson was on duty at a lonely part of tlie camp you or you cease from yeur evil practices.''
"You don't live in this here deestrick. What call yer got
an hour after supper.
meddle yer own affairs an' let other folks 'tend ter
ter
a
castingaround
all
wopds
the
dark,
quite
then
was
It
theirs?"
deep shade.
"It is our affair to rid the country of its enemies wherever
Suddenly Sam heard someone approaching-.
we find them, no1th, south or elsewhere."
There was only one person coming-, evidently.
"We don't go to thei.n places ter bother npbod y, an' why
Listening intently, Sam could hear no one else, and as the
can't you uns let we uns alone ? This ain't vom· deei;trick.''
footsteps drew nearer, he said sharply:
"Every district is our district where there are the rountrv's
"Halt!" Who g-oes there?"
enemies," replied Dick, "and you'll find it out if you live long
"ls Rill in camp?" drawled someone in the darkness.
enough."
"Bill, what Bill?" replied Sam slowly.
"Be yer goin' ter han"' me?" asked Dick.
Then an owl was heard to hoot.
"No, but ·you must show us to Bill Cunningham' s hiding
Sam was sig-nalling to the other boys.
place.
camp,
his
is
here
This
course?
er
Cunningham,
"Bill
"All rig·ht," said the other, quite readily.
ain't it?"
"And if you try to mislead us, you will be shot."
The owl hooted again.
The man's jaw fell.
"Where's that blame sauinch owl?" muttered the stranger.
He had evidently thought that he could trick the boys, and
"Them things makes me narvous..
he could not.
"Come in," said Sam, "and we'll ask erbout him. What was greatly chagrined to find that
"Show us the way now," said Dick.
did yer say his name was?"
A score of the boys got out their horses, the prisoner
"H'm! 'pears ter me yer dunno much not ter know Bill
being- put in front of one of them.
Cunnin'ham," with a snort.
Torches were procured, and the boys set out, the prisoner
The owl hooted again.
pointing the way.
b
h
Pait of the way they went throug-h the woods, and then
you
that
"Oh, yes, I know. im, ut I can tell you now
·
·
h .
k ·
vou could.'' ·
won't find him here. I wish
mto a roug IOad alonP" ~b~ch they ~raveled rap1<lly.
struc
'Iookin'
'"W al then I reckon I better be "'Oin' 'cause I'm
There were no crossroads within the distance the fellow
•
"'
,,
,
"~ '
had mentioned, but they came upon a roup;h ro:iclsidc tave1n
.
.
f ur him, an - There was a s.udden rush from three or four directions and ]three miles from the Cfl-mP .. prisoner said.
"That's where he ·is," the
the man was seized.
There were lights still in the place, and Dick directed the
Then the fires flashed up, and the fellow found himself
boys to surround it.
sunounded by a number of Liberty Boys.
'J'hen. riding up, he call ed out in a loucl, clear voice:
"Jenrnhy Ann!" he exrlaimecl, "ef 1 hain't nm plump inter
"Hello, Lhe house!"
e r nest er hornets."
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A fat man with a white apron girded about his waist and
a red nightcap on his head came out hurriedly.
"Good evening, sirs," he said. "It is middling late, and I
ca nnot accommodate you with suppers or beds, but we have
excellent home brewed ale, good spirits, and even--"
"ls Bill Cunningham in the house?"
•
"In truth he is not, the saucy knave, and I trust that it will
be long before he is."
"He has been here?"
"Yes, and that white-livered chap you have with you. Bill
g-rew weary of waiting for his return, and went off without
settling his score." .
Others now come out, and all denounced the outlaw in no
measm-ed term s.
Dick was satisfied at length that the outlaw was not in Mdmg in the inn.
He was a good reader of character, and was satisfied that
the landlord was telling the truth.
"Were there any Of Cunningham's followers with him?"
he asked.
"Not more than six of them together, with this one who
set out to see if there were any soldiers or Liberty Boys in
the region."
"We are some of the Liberty Boys, and I am the captain,"
said Dick.
'fhen he called up the rest.
The landlord was ~eatly astonished to learn that the house
had been surrounded.
"You mistrusted me then, young sir?" he said.
"We were cautious," was Dick's reply, "until we knew you
to be an honest citizen."
"And you are in pursuit of this· evil fellow?"
"Yes, and of his 'Bloody Scout,' and would be glad to rid
the region of them all."
"I trust that you may."
.
"How long- since did Bill Cunningham leave?"
"More than an hour since."
"And by this road ? "
"Yes, and I trust he may never come this way airain."
"He won't if we can prevent it, and we are obliged to you
for your information."
·
·
"If I could have aroused enoug-h of the neighbors, the
scurvy wretch would not have escaped, but they were all in
fear of him."
"We will pursue him in the morning. Boys, get switches."
Half a dozen of the boys cut and trimmed some stout
switches.
Then the prisoner was set upon the irround.
.
"We promised not to hang you," said Dick, "and you have
kept your word about showing us where Bill Cunningham
was, and now we are going to give you something to remember us by."
"Whatcher goin' ter do?" gasped the man, trembling.
The sight of the switches in the boys' hands gave him an
idea.
"And if we catch you again you will get much worse."
The man was then put at the head of a double line of the
boys and told to run.
I
He ran the other way, but they quickly overtook him and
gave him three or four stinging cuts apiece.
":!: warrant he'll remember that and not get in our way
again in years." laughed Bob.
"'I don't doubt it," said the landlord, "and there's more I
know who deserve the same treatment."
"It's better than hangiUJ?," said Bob, "and it's a sure cure
for lawlessness."
The boys then set out for the camp, seeing nothing more
of Bill Cunningham.
After a rest of several hours they again set out.

CHAPTER XVI.

•

STILL IN PURSUIT.

The Libertv Boys set out in the morning and traveled till
ea:i;ly in the afternoon before they learned anything of Bill
Cunningham and his gang.
The outlaws were riding at great haste, and did not stoTJ to
commit any depredations or excesses.
There was not as large a party as Cunningham generally
led, and it was thought that he must have lost many of his
men.

"Some of them have deserted him, no doubt," observed
Bob.
··it is likely, too, that he has scattered them, to throw us
on a fal se scent," declared Mark.
"I think you are both right," answered Dick.
They rested an hour only and then pushe:i on till nearly
sunset.
They were on the track of the outlaws now, the last they
had heard Sho\.ving that Cun:ningham had not more than an
hour's star t.
Dick di d not care to push the boys too hard.
"They won't keep on all night after the way they have
been going ," said Dick, "and a few hours' rest will do us
more _g-oocl than to hurry on now."
"Exactly," said Bob, "and they may not be as far ahead
of us as we were told."
The boys made a temporar y camp, therefore, the fires were
lighted, Patsy got supper, and everyone took a needed rest.
"It's been a hard chase," said Bob, "and Bill Cunningham
will be sure to remember it, even if we don't catch the
scoundrel."
"Few persons have been as persistent in following him up,
and no one more so than the Liberty Boys," added Mark.
It was quite dark when Dick and Bob took their horses
and rode on, hoping to hear more of the outlaws.
They had ridden two or three miles· when they saw the
light in a house standing a little back among the trees.
"Come on carefully, Bob," said Dick, "we do not know
what sort of neighbors we may have."
"Very true," agreed Bob.
.
They dismounted, left their horses standing under the
trees and advanced cautiously.
In a moment they heard a man's voice from the house.
The windows were all open, as it was warm.
Jt was Cunningham who had spoken.
"'We're well ahead of them," he said.
"But they're c01nin' on pooty smart, for all yer know,"
some one answered.
"When they come here, tell them we've taken the right
hand road.
"All right."
"We'll take the other and they'll go miles out of their way
before they know any different."
"Maybe they'll take both."
"They won't if you tell them we've taken the right hand
one."
"Can't they see the tracks?" drawled the other.
"They'll be washed out by that time. It's going to rain."
"All ri.ght, I'll tell 'em, but whv don't yer wait an' fight
'em? They're only young rebels."
"They can fight like sin," snarled Cunningham, "aud I
haven'_t as many men as I had."
"I thought as much," whispered Bob.
"Get skeered, did they?"
"Yes," with a volume of profanity. "I'd like to slit their
throats."
"Can't yer ketch this Dick Slater an' do for him ? "
"I've tried to," with a growl.
At that moment there was a rumble of thunder.
"It's coming," said the outlaw. "I'd better go."
"Quick, Bob, get the horses; we must follow the scoundrel."
At that very moment ·Cunningham dashed into the ·road
from the side of the house.
Then there came a vivid flash of lightning and a heavy
peal of thunder.
The boys were revealed as they were hurrying toward
their horses.
Cunningham saw them, pttered a cry of astonishment and
dashed on.
Bob fired a shot, more to bring the scou~drel down than to
kill him.
The bullet whizzed past the man's head, and he rode on and
disappeared around a bend in the road.
Then there was more thunder and lightning and the sound
of approaching rain.
'
"Hurry up, Bob," said Dick.
Leaping upon their horses, they dashed away at full
speed.
' They kept ahead of the rain for a time, but at last it
overtook them, and in a few minutes they were drenched.
They kept on, however, and at last reached the camp and
shelter.
During the evening the boys mended saddles and hamesa,
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"He's going to burn himself up, you may be sure," added
cleaned muskets and pistols, and did other necessary work,
.
Bob.
::.o as to be prepared for the march in the morning.
The fire spread rapidly, and Dick and Bob were obliged to
They made an early start, and covered the ten miles befall back.
tweea. them and the outlaws in good time.
They leaped the creek again and hurried on after H:i.rry
It was more of a stopping place than a camp where the
Thurber and Harry Judson.
Tories were.
The Liberty Boys were discovered when within a short · The wind fanned the flames and they spread with great
·
rapidity.
distance of the place.
Ben Spurlock found tracks leading away from the island,
A loud alarm was at once raised.
The gallant boys charged and drove the outlaws into the however, and hailed the boys.
Then he saw Bill Cunningham leaving the swamp.
swamp.
He fired a shot at the ruffian and kept on.
The houses were set on fire, being little more than hovels
·Jack and Mark s9on caught sight of him and called b::tck
.
to begin with.
~barging vigorously, the braiVe boys sent the ruffians hur- to the others.
Presently they heard a shot from Ben, and then a shout.
rvmg into the swamp.
In a few minutes they saw Ben standing before a log cabin
A scattering volley was fired by the enemy, but it did no
on the edge of the wood.
·
.
damage.
"He went in there," he said, "and I have not seen him •
Then Bill Cunningham suddenly appeared and tried .t o rally
come out."
his foi·ces.
"Spread out, boys," said Mark.
"Catch that scoundrel and hang him!" cried Dick.
Soon Ben, Sam and a half dozen more came up.
Then, with a score of the bravest of the boys, he made a
They proceeded to surround the cabin.
dash for the leader.
Then Dick, Bob and the rest of the boys joined them.
Cunningham leaped upon a hor.s e and dashed away, leaving
The cabin was now surrounded, and Dick called out:
his men to fight it out themselves.
"Surrender, Cunningham, or we will smoke you out."
At once Dick and his score of braye boys l!'ave chase.
There was no reply.
"Get pine torches," said Dick.
In a short time there were torches enough for all.
These were lighted, and then Dick cried :
CHAPTER XVII.
"Now then, to set fire tb the place. Forward!"
The boys made a rush for the cabin.
BILL'S ESCAPE.
Some of the blazing brands were hurled upon the roof
They did not fall off and quickly ignited the dry logs.
Into the swamp rode Bill Cunningham, Dick in hot chase.
Some :were thrust into the chinks between the logs, and
Seein,g- that the boys were fast gaining on him, the outlaw ·began
·
to spread the flames in an instant.
swamp.
the
of
part
wildest
the
into
dove
thrown by Jack Warren fell down the· chimskillfully
One
foot
a
than
more
not
stream
little
Dick and Bob came to a
ney.
deep,
There was an overhanging branch that almost touched the
a
was
bank
Caught among some weeds on the farther
at one point.
roof
wool hat.
This was suddenly seen to sway.
It was the one Bill Cunningham had worn when they had
"Look out, boys, he's getting into a tree!" cried Dick.
lar t seen him.
The branch swayed violently, and then suddenly flew back.
"Look out for quicksands, Bo·b ," said Dick.
The body of a man was seen to leave it and go flying
Then he leaped over.
the branches to the l!'round.
through
Bob was after him in a moment.
The boys gave chase, Dick leading.
Dick picked up the trail again at once.
Hurried footsteps were heard dashing through the woods,
"That was a clever trick," said Dick shortly.
"Yes, but not clever enough to deceive us," with a shn1g. but only for a~ instant was the fugitive seen.
Then there came a sudden crash.
Cunningham had broken the bushes and left his hat in
.
Dick shouted a hasty warning to the others.
the shallows to make the boys think he had been swallowed
In another minute he came upon the edge of a deep gully.
in the quicksand.
Bill Cunningham had fallen into this, that being the crash
Dick knew that the outlaw was too wary to be thus caught. Dick had heard.
Dick sil!'llaled to the other.boys to surround the place.
Broken bushes, loose sand and earth, and a torn coat
Jack Warren was just in time to see the scoundrel make hanging to a jagged rock told the story.
it.
of
out
way
his
Dick saw nothing of the man himself, and wondered if he
Jack firerl to ath'act the attention of the rest.
been killed.
had
•
sight.
in
Bill
keepinl!'
Then h~ .IShed on,
He waited for the others to come up, and said:
him.
with
up
came
Dick sl' " ..ly
"Bill Cunningham has either fallen or jumped down this
"Gom .m, Dick, into a regular ooghole. I_ suppose he place."
knows tl.e way out."
The boys spread out to SL!lTound the place, but the outlaw
·
mana11"1l to elude them.
The ~:nrsuit was a hot one, and the man seemed to realize
CHAPTER xvm.
•
that speed rather than cunning was necesary at this time.
BACK AT NINETY·SIX.
"We a re used to all these tricks," sputtered Bob. "If the
man reallv wants to escape, he should take to his heels."
l
th
Cunningham evidently felt this himself now.
Nothing could be seen .or heard of e out aw:
He did not gain upon the boys, but he did not waste time
It was a perilous descent into the gully.
Dick did not care to have the beys risk it needlessly.
I
'
trying to deceive them.
He did no~ k:€'P out of s.ight ~ much as he could, but he I The boys shortly made a camp, the day being nearly spent,
and the greater part of them thoroughly fatigued .
.
went on a~ rnmdh7 as possible.
In the morning they set out for Ninety-Six expectin"' beLater Dick .c ame upon a boot, sole up, stuck m the mud.
"~ore tricks!",,sputtcred Bob. "I'll bet the fellow's tracks fore long to hear some word of Greene or so:rie other 7:ommander
are 3ust beyond.
They· had been away many days, and had traveled many
.
Dick saw. them in fact, and went on.
A few mmutes later he saw the fellow cuttmg down a miles chasing the "Bloody Scout'" and had heard little or no
'
·
path leading to apparently the worst part of the swamp they news of the army.
They had not been long on the road when they heard shots.
.
had yet . encountered.
They dashed on without delay,
He <;IU!Ckly summoned the boys, and pushing on, they crune
In a ~hort time they came upon a party of rough looking
to an island, about an acre in extent.
As Dick and Bob leaped the brook that divided it from the men putting torches to a house and barn and firing upon the
inmates.
main they heard the crackinl!' of flames.
At once the gallant iellows charged upon the marauders.
Then they beheld smoke rising in white clouds.
The latter, seeiD.K so large a party, fled in terror.
"Get around it, boys," cried Dick.
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The. fire was speedily extinguished, the people of the house
With Bob and Jack he sprang into the bushes to seize Cunand the neighbors all thanking the boys heartily for what ningham.
·they had done.
The man leaped away with marvelous quickness.
'"They were all pat1fots, which the Tories seemed to know.
8triking into a path which Dick had no knowledge of, he
"Why aren't you uns with the army fightin' ther redcoats?" sped along it toward the fort like the wind.
asked one.
When Dick found the path he followed in hot chase.
"We have been chasing Tories led by Bill Cunningham,"
Bob and Jack could not keep up with him, but they at le:ist
sa id Die}!:, "and thought that we had pretty well scattered kept him in sight.
them."
Cunningham reached a creek and sprang in.
"This was probably a scattered portion of the band," added
Dick heard the splash and ran on.
Bob. Reaching the bank, he looked up and down for some sign
"Well, that's good work, too, puttin' down those Tories, of the outlaw.
1
an' we can't complain, 'cause ye come jest in time ter save us · He could see where he had jumped in, but nothing else.
a lot o' trouble."
.
Bob and Jack came up, but still Cunningham had not ap"Have you heard where the a1my is or what General peared.
Greene is doing ?" asked Dick.
"He cannot have been under water all this time," said Dick.
"No, I reckon I don't, though I have 'heard they was some "He has been under the bank somewh~re."
1·ight pearl fightin' not far off."
Just then he saw a tipple over toward the oppos ite bank.
"You don't know where?"
In a moment Bill Cunningham's .head appeared.
"No, I don't."
It was too far for a safe shot.
"Then we'll have to look for it," with a laugh,.- and · the
The man swam to the bank and landed.
brave boys rode on.
"That's another time you did not catch me. ou confounded
Later tlrny learned that Rawdon had left Ninety-Six, gone -rebel!" he shouted .
back .and had left a seconq titne, with a party of Cruger's
Dick moved along· the b:m1 a few yards. whipped out a
Lovalfst s, hoping to overtake Greene.
pistol and fired.
'.l'he boys pushed on toward Ninety-Six and met Greene the
He clipped off a wet lock on the side of Cunningham's
next day.
head.
Dick reported having chased Bill Cunning-ham, and scatThe man let out a olume of profanity and d:.trted into the
tered his men;
woods.
'"You did verv well, Dick," said the general, who greatly.
Bo1$laughed most hilariously.
admired Dick'. "The fellow will probably organize his band
In a few moments some of Cruger's Loyalists from the fort
ag-a.in, but he must be watched."
came out on the .other bank.
''If he comes om· way again, we will do it, General," said
"Begone, y ou young rebels!" called out an officer ni most
Dick.
'
arrogant fashion.
Greene was awaiting the appearance of Rawdon, but the
"Perhaps you had better come ove1· here and make us go,"
latter changed l1is plans and moved down toward Orange- said Bob, saucily.
lrnri;?.
Jack stepp~d behind Bob and reloaded his mu sket.
Sumter, Lee and Marion were detailed to watch 11im.
"Keep their attention, Bob," he said, "and I'll get a shot
Dick would have liked to join them but Greene had other at that uompou$ fellow."
plans for him, just then.
·
'
'.'We'll be. over there befo)'e you know it, you saucy fellow?
He was directed to take a party of the Liberty Boys and said the officer.
pl'oceed toward Ninety-Six to watch Cruger and renort.
"Oh, we'll .wait," la~ghed Bob. "Come on. One of those
Leaving Mark in charge of the Liberty Boys, Dick took toad~aters ~1th you will act as flunkey, and carry you over
Bob, Jack, Ben and a paity and set off toward Ninety-Six.
on lus back. .
Pushing on at good sped they at length came to the Per"How dare you, you saucy fellow. Men, punish the im kins' house, near the old camp:
pudent varlet. Take aim."
'!.'hey were almost in sight of the house when they heard
Jack had rel~aded by this time. .
the tramp of a horse comin1? rapidly on.
He suddenly .iumped out from behind Bob.
The boys divided so as to give the middle of the road to
Like a flash the musket was at his shoulder.
the person .coming on.
Crack!
In a moment he appeared, and to the surprise of all proved
There was a puff of white smoke, a tongue of flame and a
to be Bill Cunningham.
deafening report.
Then the pompous officer's wig was seen to suddenly fly
up in-the air with a great cloud of white powder.
It stuck on a branch some distance · off, while t 1·1 e goldCHAPTER XIX.
•laced cocked hat went fairly skimming throusrh the air.
SOME . GOOD MARKSMANSHIP.
The man was nearl y bald and looked supremely ridiculous
The outlaw recognized the boys in a moment.
upon losing his wig. ·
Jf he had hot the uniio1m would have alarmed him.
He took to his heels in a terrible fright and went tumbling"Dick Slater! by George!" he exclaimed.
into the bushes in a most undignified manner.
Then he wheeled his horse like lightning.
The soldiers ran as fast a s he did, and in a few moments
In a second he was fleeing up the road like ·the wind.
. they were all gone.
A shower of bullets flew after him, the boys losing no time
The three boys returned io the Perkins house, where they
in firing.
told how Cunningham had escaped.
He escaped them, although they sang alarmingly close to
Then Bob made them all laugh by telling how Jack had
his ears.
shot off the Loyalist's wiir.
·
. After him raced the .boys, determined to catch him, if posPerkins would have liked to ask all the boys in to dinner,
s ible.
·
but there were too many of them.
"Catch the ruffian!" cried Dick, dashing ahead.
He asked Dick ::(nd Bob and Jack, and another one.
.
Bob and Jack folowed close behind, the others coming on
Mandv asked Dick, but looked at this other boy so steadily
at a rapid pace.
·that Dick included him in the invitation.
The outlaw was obliged to go past the Perkins' house.
That was what Mandy wanted, and Dick knew it .
The two boys and Sal Perkins happened to be at home.
They spent a very pleasant hour at the cabin, and while
"Hello! catch the scoundrel!" shouted Dick, as he came in Dick and the Liberty Boys were i.rr the neighborhood of
sig-ht of the house.
Ninety-Six they went to the house a number of times.
Out rushed P erkins and his two sons.
Every time they went this particular boy was included. no
Hearing an alarm they had caught up their rifles.
matter who else was.
They reco~i zed Bill Cunningham in a moment.
He r emained with the Liberty Boys until the close of t he
The three rit;J.es were thrown into position simultaneously. war. but immediately· afterward he went back to Ninety-Si
Crack~cra.ck--cra.ckl
He settled down there, and Mandy became his wife. whil
he had the two brothe1·s, still called "the boys,'' for his o
Three shots rang out almost as one.
The outlaw's horse was struck in ,two places.
Next week's issue w ill contain "'T'HE LIBF.RTY BOYS 0
The fellow himself was th r own into the btrnh rs.
Dick quickly halted and jumped to the scround.
i.;:l·~T'l'LE CREEK: OR. ROUTING BOYD'S ~ANDITS ."
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FROM ALL POINTS
$8,000 DUG FROM FIVE RUINS
Ei~ht thousand dollars in gold coin and a large
~um m paper money was dug from the ruins of a
Jewelry ·store owned by L. W. ~echt, Platte City,
M?. ~he store burned Christma s Day. Recht, it is
said, distr~ste~ ban~~ and kept large sums of rn~ney
concealed m his store. -The paper money was m a
small tin box, but somehow escaped th~ heat.

been issued by the executive committe e of the school,
which has its headquar ters in New York city. The
institutio n is one where boys are prepared for the
Navy and the merchant marine service. During
the first season of Camp Sims, which was named
after Rear Admiral William S. Sims, U. S. N~, and
which was visited by him on Aug. 11, 1918, it was
attended by 200 cadets from various parts of the
country. The camp was closed on Sept. 1, when it
was visited by Rear Admiral John R . .Edwards ,
U. S. N., who presented the battalion with a stand
of colors. The school offers special scholarsh ips to
sons of Army and Navy officers, it is stated.

"WILD" DOGS OF JERSEY KILL NINE DEER
Game Warden Small of Bergen County, N. J. repor.t ed recently that nine deer haµ been killed by
dogs at the foothills of the Ramapo Mountain s between Oakland and Mahwah. The game warden
CIG.f\RETT~ MUST GO
and hunters killed some of the dogs.
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THE BOSS OF THE. MESSENGER BOYS
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story}

" I shall have to tell him, and he will be dreadfully angry. You are making a great mistake.
Tommy has made you a fair offer. Alone between
ourselves here, I don't mind saying that you are in
his way, and out of consfderation for me, because
I thought so much of your mother he has agreed to
tli.is plan. Let him come and see'you, and you can ·
talk it over together. I tell you plainly that if you
don't listen to him there will be serious trouble. I
doubt if you are allowed to leave this house alive.'~
"No," cried Lottie. " No, no'."
"Very well. Then your fa~e is on your own head!" _
cried the woman; angrily. "I shall not interfere
again. Tommy is quite as good as you are, and after all, he is my son."
And with that Mrs. Thompson left her, and Lottie saw her only, at dinner and supper, when she .
brought in food, and went away without speaking.
And, it is needless to say that it was a long, dreary
day for Lottie.
But what was the end to be?

CHAPT
aXIII (Continued).
· ER ...,.
.
And here the woman broke down and began to
cry.
.
. The fact was, she was a poor liar, and was getting all mixed up. ·
Needless to say that she was the Mrs. Thompson
referred to in the diary which Harry and Snick
were to discover that night in Mr. Semple's house.
"What are you trying to get at?" demanded Lottie. "Do try and calm yourself and let me know
the worst."
"Oh, the wol'.st is not so bad," continued the woThis was the thought which troubled her most.
man. "Let me tell you. Tommy is my son as, of
1iie~~?tly the po,o r ~ir;hwishefd tha~ t~er: ~as no
course, you know. He comes in for all Mr. Semple's sufc . ·1tnhg aws:ndoneyCml ? wl?trtl ,bank a s e was
property under the will. Now, if you will just drop . sa e m e. 1 ow ar ey s 1 e ac room.
this matter and marry him, he will make you a good
husband~ He is willing to qo it. He will take you
to Europe right away, and I shall go with you. We
CHAPTER XXIV.
shall see the world and live in luxury. I dare say
we shall have fine times. Tommy is a little arbi-Conclusion
trary at times, but he is not so bad-really he is not
so bad. You need not look so horrified, my dear.
"De way I dope it out is dat dis here Cortelyou's
You might do worse. You have been brought up in lane must be over dere in Brooklyn, not fur from 'dat
poverty, but if you marry Tommy you will live in dere vinegar fa'ctory," remarked Snick, as he sat .
luxury all the r est of your life. His health · is not with his beloved "Tirty-tree" and Mrs. Carley in
good, and I very much doubt if he lives long. When. the widow's back room, "coz yer see Lottie didn't
he dies you will get everything. Think of it, my have no money so fur as we know. She couldn't
dear. Take your time, and think of it. You might have gone fur witout it. Den again, if she'd oncte-ot
<lo worse."
away out of dat neighborhood altogeder, and had
Mrs. Thompson spoke her part in a nervous, hit New York, she would have come hbme. I tell
agitated _fashio?, which made it all the more painful yer der hu,mpty k~tched _her, an~ :uk he_r to dat de~e
for Lottie to listen to her.
house ·wot s mentioned m de diaiy. At least dat s
It was all the · poor girl could do to contain her- de way I dope it out, but mebbe I'm wrong."
:;;elf as she replied,. firmly:
Making their escape from Mr. Semple's mansion
" How can you ask me to do such a thing? It is without any interference from Mose, who was obbad enough to think of marrying a man for his livious to their presence, the boys returned to Mrs.
money-a man whom one does not even know, but Carley's with the gold.
They had just finished counting it up before the
such a man! Oh, it makes me shudder to think of
it! No! A thousand times, no! "
_
eyes of the astonished widow, and it amounted to
Her energy angered the old woman, and she over three thousand dollars.
Here was a pretty little nest egg for Lottie, even
changed her tone.
" I suppose you refer to Tommy's deformity!" she if she never got any more, the widow declared; and
exclaimed. " Of course he can't help that. But aside now they were discussing a plan for further -effort
from his back he is not so bad looking. The money ' in ·behalf of the missing girl.
It was necessary to come' to some decision, for
makes up for everything, you know. "
" Not wit h me! " replied Lottie. "If your son was whatever work these messenger boys were to do in
the handsomest man in the world and had all the the matter had to be done at night.
wealth of the world, I would not marry him after the
Harry felt that it would be, simply maddening to
way he has t reat ed me. He could not expect it. have ·another day pass with Lottie still .in the han
You can tell him so."
of the enemy.
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"I think you have dop.ed it out about right, Snick," directions from the old man how io get there, the
.
he said. '·I say let's get busy again and go on over messenger boys traveled on.
They soon came to the house, which they were
there. Anym.:iy, it is the only thing we can do. "
"I hate to have you go," said Mrs. Carley, "but, able to recognize from the description the old man
or course, something must be clone. After what h_ad given them, and now came the puzzling quesyo~ have read me out ,o f that book, Harry, it seems tion as to what course they ought to pursue.
plam that these people poisoned old Mr. Semple, and
if they were wicked enough to kill him, they would .,, ~ights shone in the windows behind the ledge.
not hesitate to kill his granddaughter, where there Evidently there were people within, but what to do
is so much money invclved. yes, I see you will have was a problem too deep for their young brains to
solve.
to go, but do fake care of yourselves. It seems to
"The only way, Snick, is to do the sneak act"
me the best thing would be to go straight to the
said Harry, "and that is liable to get us into ·a l~t
police.
"The trouble is, mother, they will lock us up in of trouble, especially if these people have a dog.
the House of Detention as witnesses, and in that ~owever, ~e have got to do something, so let's slide
111 and see if we can see anything through the wincase what becoi:nes of my job?"
dow:s as a starter. We may have the luck to run up
of,"
"Which is certainly something to be thought
sighed the widow. "The store pays so little now that agall1st something which will show us just what
·
I don't really see how we ever could get along with- our course ought to be."
An~ as Snick, of course, was ready to agree to
out the money you bring in."
So once more the boys started for their stamping anythmg, the boys passed into the garden, and stole
up th~ graveled walk.
ground of the night before.
Behind the parlor windo~s the shades were
Harry's first idea was to go to the same grocer of
whom he had inquired the previous night, but on the raised, as the hedge grew high enough to shield the
way it occurred to him that if the vinegar factory windows from anyone passing along the lane.
The boys ascended to the piazza and peered in.
had been fired the grocer might suspect that he had
There was nobody in the front room, but they
something to do with it.
Upon reaching the neighborhood, t4e boys de- could look through to the room in the rear where
termined to go first to the vinegar factory and the light burned, and there they could see t~o men
sitting together at a table engaged in earnest consee how the case stood.
versation. ·
It did not take them long to learn.
They were the hunchback and the old man with
The factory lay in ashes.
false teeth.
the
And although he sai nothing to Snick, Harry's
"There they are!" breathed Harry. " That's the
eart sank as he stood looking at the wreck.
What if Posey had lied, and after all poor Lottie hunch. There is no doubt about our being on the
right track, Snick. Let's slide around to the back
was concealed somewhere in the building?"
"But I won't believe it,'' the plucky little mes- of the house and see if the door happens to be open. ·
senger boy said to himself. "I'll push ahead and If it is, I shan't hesitate to sneak in."
"Vve _ought to have a stick or something to help
hope for the best."
. They now returned to the street, where the stores us out if dey go for us," whispered Eighty-two."
"We'll see how it looks in the back," said Harry.
were, and inquired of a man they met for Cortel· "Now come on."
you's lane.
The bushes grew thick at the side of the house
The ma~ knew of it, and told them how to get
and as the boys stole past them they were treated t~
there.
It was some little distance further on, but they ~ nervous shock, for , two men suddenly sprang out
111 front of them from behind a clump of lilacs and
had no difficulty in finding it.
As they turned into the lane they met an old man blocked the way.
"Hold on there!" whispered one. "' What are you
hobbling along by the aid of a cane. .
"Here's a chance, Snick,'' said Harry. "This may fellows doing here?"
Then all in an instant fear gave place to joy.
be the oldest inhabitant. "We'll ask him if he knows
For the two men were Mr. Smith and Detective
of such a place as the Semple House."
"Semple, Semple," said the old man. "There was Foxley, and at the same instant another man stepped
a Widow Semple who lived up the lane here for out and joined them.
·'Well, well!" said Mr. Smith. '·So it's you,
ny years, but she's dead. It was years and years
. Long before you were born. Her son kept up Harry ! What brings you here?"
"What brings me here?" cried Harry in a whise house in the hands of a family who lived there
caretakers. I hear he's dead, too. He must have per. "Whf, ll'm after Lottie. I believe she is
n almost as old as I am. I don't know who lives locked in here. That's why."
re now."
(To be continued.)
vidently this was the house, and having receiyed
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A FE'fV GOOD ITEMS
\

KILLED BY BLIZZARD AFTER WATCHING
MASTER'S GRAVE FIVE YEARS
Jack, a homeless yellow dog, was found dead on
his master's grave, near Hamburg, Ohio, having perished in the blizzard of a few days ago.
For five years he had kept a vigil over the grave
of John Dindore, leaving it only long enough to obtain food. All efforts to coax the dog away failed.
Mjnisters have preached sermons on the love, devo·
tion and grief shown by the dog.
DISMANTLING OF HELIGOLAND COMPLETED
A dispatch from Berlin to the Associated Press
states that the Heligoland defenses are to-day dismantled. The island and its thousands of tons of
masonry and gun emplacements is all that remains
of this once most formidable fortress. With the
guns dismantled, the destruction of the military
harbor works and various fortifications has proceeded. Although this stronghold cost over 175
million dollars, its guns were fired but once through. out the war, when the British warship " Shannon"
was the target. The Allies recognized that it would
have been impossible to silence its batteries. The
artificial harbor works and the ground on which the
l;>arracks stand are to be r emoved and the site re-;
turned to the sea.
·
,
50,000 FEET. ASCENT FLIGHT PLANNED
Prof. David Todd, director of the observatory and
professor of astronomy and navigation at Amherst
College, announced that he would take part in an
aerial expedition within the next few weeks in a
plane driven by Major Leo Stevens of the United
States Air Service to discover new data of astronomical and meteorological importance.
The flight will be made from the field of the
United States Air Service at Omaha, Neb., . and a
new altitude record of 50,000 feet will be attempted.
This is 14,000 feet higher than the altitude attained
by Major Scroeder whose 36 000 feet climb is now
recognized by the v~orld as a ~ecord, according to L.
L. Driggs, President of the American Flying Club.
The expedition will be equipped with all the instruments and recording devices necessary to dis ...
cover any electrical and other disturbances, presence and proportion of gases in the upper air and
similar data.

treme north end of Lake Washington, near Kenmore, Wash.
" That doesn't sound possible, but it's true," said
N. B. Evans, deputy county game warden, telling of
McDonald's success. McDonald's catches are mostly
muskrats, but he has gathered in a few mink and
other fur-bearing animals. Ten years ago muskrat
skins sold for 30 or 40 cents each. Now they are
worth $2.50 each. McDonald is not the only trapper
in King County that has taken advantage of hi~h
.
prices."
Old trappers who abandoned their trade years ago
because of the low price of skins and the decreasipg
number of fur-bearing animals. have found the
" good old days" again, said the warden. The trapping of muskrats alone has become a considerable industry,' due of course, to the high cost of muskrat
skins.
EASILY CAPTURED

. The exploits of the "Pied Piper of Hamlin," famed
m German story, who freed a whole city of rats by
luring them away with seductive music, are re-called
by those of "Professor" John Bloch, who claims to
have achieved fame in the rat-catching line in many
of the large towns of the country. The "Professor's"
method is to lure the rodents from their holes in the
daytime by imitating the sq eaking of a rat which
has procured a particularly toothsome morsel.
~nee out of their ho~es, he seizes them, his hands
bemg protec~ed by thick. rubber gloves, and by a
dexterous t~~l ?reaks ~heir necks. The "Professor"
gave ~n e4hibit10n of ~is metho?& recently in Philadelphia, the scene of .his operations being a yard to
the rear of a steam~hip office in the business section.
He h'.ld foq~·otten his glpves, so he used an old· velvet
cap m then· stead. He scattered a few pieces of
cra~kers near some rat holes, and then made a sound
wluch was a clever i~itation of the noise-that a rat
makes. In another mstan.t a large :rodent emerged
from one of the holes and walked boldly into the
yard. The "Professor" threw his velvet cap over
the creature a~cl lifted it up, squealing, and with its
teeth fast~ned m t}le cloth. With a twist of his hand
he ~hrew it on the. ground dead. Two more large rats
which appeare.d .m response to the "Professor's"
cry shared a similar f~te. As the executioner was
not u.nder contract to rid the yard of rats, and as he
was m a hurry to catch a train, he desisted at thi
point, after assuring the spectators that he woul
have no further difficulty in catching all the rats i
'l'RAPPER NETS $40 A DAY
the neighborhood. He declared that rats are hal
Trapping of wild fur-bearing animals within blind in the daytime. Once out of their holes
sight of Seattle h~s netted $40 a day for Martin Mc- said, they are unable to find t heir way back readi
Donald, whose traps are set each year at the ex- and so are easily captured.
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INTEREST/NG ARTICLES
200,000 TONS OF RUBBER IMPORTED FOR
TIRES
"The enormity of the automobile industry has
n emphasized by some figqres given out by at the
tional automobile shows in New York and Chi," says H. A. Withens, general saies manager of
e Federal Tire Company, of Cudahy, Wis.
"There are now in this country 132 factories pr ocing pleasure cars in more than 400 different
lty)es and models. To provide these ca rs with
· s will mean the importation of from 175,000 to
200,000 tons of rubber 70 per cent of which will be
made into 40,000,000 casings and an equal number
of tubes.
"That record has been made in the last twentyfive years since the first successful automobile was
produced. Surely it means an l'Jbundance of work
for tiremakers, to say nothing ~ the great undeveloped fields ahead."

,,
ROCK WAS A PEARL
ecourt
tne
in
complaint
a
filed
has
Baller
Frank
of Justice of the Peace Walter Herzinger for $299.99, alleged to be the value of a pearl which he found
in a plate of oysters, against Demond Davis, owner
of a restaurant in Redding, Cal.
Babler ordered fresh oysters at the re~taurant, and
as he was eating found a small stone in the oyster.
He called to the owner that he ordered oysters and
not rocks. Davis took the plate of oysters and put
the rock in his pocket, saying he would bring Babler
another plate, V\'.hich the customer refused.
Davis returned to the table and told Bahler the
rock was a pearl. Babler demanded ·the pearl,
which Davis refused, saying he ~old oysters, not
pearls. A policeman tried to induce Davis to give
Babler the pearl, without success, and the customer
is now suing for the value of the "rock" he found in
his oysters.
RETAIN WAR TRUCKS FOR TRAINING WORK
The Secretary of War has ordered that 2,700
motor vehicles, 900 passenger cars, 900 trucks and
900 motorcycles are to be reserve! from the stocks
eld by the War Department for vocational train·ng purposes. The vehicles will be distributed by
he Director of Purchase, Storage and Traffic as
ollows:
To each of the seventeen divisional camps and to
ach of the overseas departments, thirty passenger
rs, thirty trucks and thirty motorcycles, 1,180
ehicles in all. So far as possible the distribution
ill include two-thirds of the non-standard and one.ird of the standard vehicles. The non-standard

types will be held in reserve by the Director of Purchase, Storage and Traffic for distribution to military posts in accordance with vocational needs as
later determined.
COLD STORAGE
A recent discussion in the press gave Charles Tellier, a Frenchman, the credit for the invention of the
cold storage pr ocess. While it is true that he perfected the system and made it commercially practicable, he had a number of forerunners in the industry. Fifty-five years ago the first refrigerated
meat arrived in England. The scheme was fairly
successful for shipr>ing preserved meats a short distance. Ten years later a shipment of carcasses
frozen by Harrison's method was sent to England
from Melbourne, but the meat was found to be
spoiled.
At this time Tellier was working on his method
of freezing foodstuffs by the use of two chemicals,
methylic ether and trimethylamin e. In 1876 he built
the refrigerator ship LFt Frigorifique, which carried
a cargo of frozen beef between Rouen, France, and
La Plata. That first consignment was the beginning
of what has developed into a world-wide industry.
By 1877 there was a · great influx into London of
American meat preserved by cold.
IRRITATED MULE DEVELOPS BULLDOGLIKE TENDENCIE S
The Missouri mule has a lot of good 'traits and
then again it has some bad ones, so that its good
deeds are very often nullified by its deflections, but
it remained for a Phelps County, Missouri, hybrid
to devise the most original stunt in the demerit way ,
for that breed of live stock.
A farmer near Rolla, MQ., turned several of his
mules out in the field in order that they might take
exercise. The long-eared fellows were being fed
for the market and had been in the barn for several
months. Two of the mules in adjacent stalls had
been unable to get ·together because of the stall divisions.
No sooner had the animals been let out into the
field than the two took issues with each other. One · ·
suddenly became enraged and seized the other by
the throat with its teeth, choking it to de~th before
the farmer could stop the fight. The dead mule was
worth more than $300 and it took only a few minutes for the other animal to kill it.
Mule men who were asked about the unusual occurrence said they could not recall a similar instance. They remember kicking one other to death
on several occasions, but that a regular bulldog
th1·oat-choker is a new one on them.

I
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But what could one man, however brave, do
against numbers?
In a moment he was hurled to the ground.
·
Strong cords were passed around his hands and
By Alexander Armstrong
feet, and he lay bound and helpless upon the thres-·
.
hold of his own door.
Many yea1~s ·ago, wh~n Iowa w.a s the western j And while the weeping wife was crying out for
border of ordmary American travel, Morton Massey mercy to them they put Massey on the stolen horse
built a cabin near to the sp~t w~ere t~ie town .of and dashed away to Cedarville.
Musca~ine no'Y ~tands and man~tamed himself, wife Bound elown to the horse's ba~k Massey passed
a~1d c~1ld ?Ybllmg the ground m summer and trap- over mile after mile, until from his rigid position
p1ng 111 wm~er.
.
and his swift passage through the cold air he beOne mornmg Massey was awakened m .a yery r~de came considerably chilled.
manner. \h~ butt ~nds of half a dozen ridmg w~ips
"Men," he said, for his tongue was free, "you are
battered a~amst his strong ~oo: and hoarse voices torturing an innocent man."
.
"Bah!" was the jeering reply.
on the outside demanded admis.s10n.
Looking through a small. ~ndow, th~ fronb~rs"And even if I am guilty--"
man saw half a dozen men s1ttmg on their steammg
He was going to make an appeal for mercy, when
horses.
.
.
.
at that very instant there tang out a loud chorus of
~ot ~~owing th~m, a~d not knowrn_g the o?Ject of yells.
.
their vISit , he hastily slipped o:i all his clothmg and
Like a whirlwind in t he desert a band of Indians
grasped his rifle before unbarrmg the door.
swept down upon them.
·
Massey was a very good man, but he had a stern,
The horse to
ich Massey was bound had been
't raveling soberly along with the rest, not led, nor
almost harsh countenance.
_The moment he appeared one of the mounted men urged, but when the charge was made, and the bul-.
crie~:
,
.
.
. ,, lets began to fly he kicked up his heels, snorted and
"I II bet hes the chap. H~ looks Just like a thief. rushed away at full speed, not caring for such hot
:'he backwoodsl?an turned fier~ely on the speaker. quarters. ·
Like Mazeppa bound to the wild horse of Tartary,
His blood was up m less than a mmute and he cocked
his rifle with an angry snap.
Massey was bor~e away at a rapid rate, he knew not
"Hold on!" authoritatively said one man, who ap- \ vhither.
.
·
For over a mile the frightened animal ran on.
peared to be 'the leader. "You can quarrel and fight
when we get this business 'finished. See here, mis- Then he reached a piece of heavy timber land, an
ter, where is your stable?"
the frorttiersman expected that he would moderat
"That shanty yonder," snapped Massey, who won- his speed, but still he rushed on with frightene
dered what it all meant.
.
bounds.
"Then unlock it, .or we'll make no bones about
At length, however, the animal struck heavil
sm:is~ng it in."
,, .
.
against a tree; there ·.was a severe shock, a ripping
' It i~, always unlocked, said t~e brave frontiers- tearii1g sound, and then the hunter fl ew from th
man.
But who are you that msult a peaceable back of the steed to the green sward.
man?"
The force with which he struck upon the
"We're the Cedarville Regulators," replied the earth deprived Massey of all sensibility.
leader. "There was a fine horse stolen in town; and
His leg had come in contact with a very shar
we've tracked the animal and thief here, and here edged piece of bark, and the result was a gas
the trail has come to an end."
from which the blood oozed forth in a tiny strea
While he had been speaking one of the men had
For perhaps an hour he lay there, as in a maz
dashed to the stable, and in an instant came back dream, but half recovered from his stupor. Then
·
heavy paw touched him on the leg.
the words:
"The horse is here!"
It brought him back to consciousness with a jump .
That was enough. Men of that sort did not stand a large gray wolf was over him.
t
to ask questions or argue points.
Massey gave such a scream of genuine terror tha 0
:'Take him, my lads!" cried the leader, and backed the animal bounded away in perfect fright.
'
by his men he threw himself upon Massey.
To his surprise, the hunter found that the sh
The latter understood his situation in an instant. had broken the cords that bound him. He bound
He knew that through some plan, or else through' to his feet; the cold air revived him.
·some chance, the stolen horse had been placed in his
He saw the great wolf slinking away like a .co
stable, anq on the evidence furnished on this cir- ardly cur through the trees, · and he felt a. thrill
cumstance these rough and ready regulators would terror as he heard a long chorus of yelps co
not hesitate to hang him. Therefore, having no de- froin all sides. He looked down at the injured
sire to die the death of a horse thief, he fought for saw the trickling blood. and knew that the k
liberty like a tiger.
scented animals had smelled his life current
THE FRONTIERSMAN'S ESCAPE
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The Great Plain is about 700 miles in length, and
He glanced around him, mapped out his course in
varies from 200 to 400 miles in width, occupying the
his mind, and then away he started for home.
Within two minutes' time there were fully twenty northeastern part of the empire, and containing
over 200,000 square miles of wonderfully fertile soil.
hungry wolves on his track.
Emboldened by numbers, the otherwise cowardly It supports a populatio~ of. not less than 177,000,· 000 human bemgs, makmg it the most densely setanimals began to close in upon him.
any part of .the world of the. same size, its
Massey felt for his weapons. He had but a knife. ~led
:iumbermg nearly two-thirds of the en~~habitants
caston,
ran
Putting on his best spe~d, the settler
.
of Euro_pe.
population
ire
fees.
four-footed
his
at
glance
backward
a
ing many
A wonderful feature rn the physical geography of
Nearer and nearer came the yelling pack of
China is the existence of a vast region of loess in
olves.
"Oh, if I had a gun I'd scare the wits out of them," this portion of the empire. Loess is a very solid
muttered Massey. "Powder would scatter them. but friable earth, brownish-yellow in color, and is
Never mind I'll stretch some of them out before I found in m~ny ~lac:s from 500 to 1,000 feet deep.
The loess hills nse m terraces from twenty to sevgo down." '
,eral hundred feet in height. The loess region of
.
~n · rnstant. later the foremo~t ones of. the_ pa~k China is perhaps the :r:nost broken country in the
weie upon him.. He turned with the kmfe m his world, with its sheer cliffs and upright walls, terhand, made a qmck slash, and stretched the first wolf races and deep-cut ravines. Owing to the ease with
which it ean be worked, caves made at the bases of
.
out, woun?ed.
In an mstant the oth_er wolves had torn their straight cliffs afford homes to millions of people in
comrade to shreds, while the frontiersman ran the densely populated northern provinces. Whole
villages cluster together in carved-out chambers,
. .
fleetl~r on. .
Brief respite. In less than two mmutes the hun- some of which extend back more than 200 feet. The
capabilities of defence in a country such as this,
gry demons were on his track.
Whirr! through the air sprang the largest animal where an invading army must necessarily become
in the pack and landed fairly on the hunter's back. lost and absolutely bewildered in the tangle ~f inHis lolling tongue and hot breath touched Massey's terlacing ways, and where the defenders always
cheek; the latter stabbed at him over his shoulder, remain concealed or have innumerable means of esstril·~in g him again and again, yet still he clung on, cape, is peculiarly significant at this time, when 'con::nd his weight was bearing Massey down to the sideration is being given to a conquest of China.
The rivers of China are her glory, and there are
gl"otrnd when-Crack! the keen report of a rifle rang out, and the few countries in the world so well watered ( and
" ·oif dropped down d~;.id, while the rest of the pack, none other with such splendid natural water transportation facilities. 'fhe three great rivers of the
~t the discharge of firearms turned tail and ran.
And then Massey found that he was close to his Empire are the Yangtse-Kia'n g (child of the ocean),
cabin, and that it was his faithful wife who fired the Roang Ho (Yellow River), and the Chu Kiang
(Pearl River or Canto River). Of these the Yangtse
the shot:
much the largest, ft.owing through extensive and
jg
the
by
The band of regulators were wiped out
plains, and finally emptying into the Eastern
fertile
themselves
troubled
else
nobody
as
and
Indians,
ab ut the horse case, Morton Massey was left un- Sea, after traversing a ·distance of over 2,000 miles.
molested to live to a ripe old age and recount over Its discharge is estimated at 1,000,000 cubic feet per
second. The banks of the Yangtse are crowded with
and over the story of the frontiersman's escape.
towns and villages, the most famous of which are
••
••
Nankin and the :r;iew treaty port of Hankow. The
Ho or Yellow River is noted especially for its
Hoang
THE CA VE-DWELLERS OF CHINA
frequent and violent floods. Its current is very
rapid, and its course sinuous. Th~ Pearl or Canton
,
Although the vast mobs which infest Pekin and River, while not nearly so large as the others, is a
the larger cities of China are worked up to a state skeam of great importance, and innumerable vesof frenzy and fanaticism, the great Chinese popu- sels trade upon its waters. At some points it spreads
ation proper is agricultural, and naturally extreme- into large lakes; in others it passes between narrow
y peaceful. Agriculture, however, is most primi- gorges, which, if dammed, would afford large storive, and the wonder is how such an immense popu- age capacity for irrigation, ·The Chinese, however,
ation can be supported frmn the soil until the great have not practically worked out irrigation in its
onomy iJracticed in all things is understood. On I different phases as completely as would be expected
e Great Plain of China every available foot of of such an agricultural people.
Irrigation, nevertheless, is practiced to a con1d is utilized for growing something, and every
rticle of fertility returned to the -soil. Waters are siderable extent through the use of the waters of the
d for irrigation, and in many cases laboriously Grand Canal and by wells. The Grand or · Im~
perial Canal is a work of great magnitude.
·
tributed over the fields
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GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES
A bottle of sweet cider >Vas used by Miss Sallie
M. Tucker of New York to christen the torpedo boat
destroyer Preble, which was launched at the yards
of the Bath Iron Works, March 8. The destroyer
is named for Commodore Edward Preble of Portland, who served in the navy in the Civil War. Miss
Tucker is his great-granddaughter.

most up-to-date plant of its kind in existence. The
open hearth building is 516 x 225 feet, in which
armor plate ingots of a size up to 200 tons will be
handled. The forge and furnace building is 604 x
477 feet, and it has two large ·wings containing
furnaces, with the press between these wings. The
armor ingots are fo rp-0d on' a 14,000-ton press, on
which gun ingots are J ow forged into lengths up
to 93 feet. 'l'he heat t reatment building is 320 x
112 feet, and 176 feet in height. The machine shop
building is 552 x 320 feet. The plant will be in a
position to manufacture armor plate up to 20 inches
in thickness, and guns and shells up to 20 inches
caliber.

GRINS

AND

CHUCKLES

"Is your wife fond of going to church?" "Yes; but
she likes fo l'the sermon to match her skirt in regard
to Ienth."
Rubb-What was the worst mistake you made in
the army? Dubb-The time I called the captain
boss and hit him for a raise.
Wife-Jim, I've invited one of my old beaus to
dinner. Do you mind? Hub-Why~ no. I always
like to meet lucky people.
I

•

"No more horse thives in Crimson Gulch?" "No
Two big black bears are loose on Lindhurst more,' ·' answered Cactus Joe. "We have progressed
Grounds, the country estate of Mrs. Finley J. Shep- with the times. We have all kinds of automobile
ard at Tarrytown, N. Y. One of them chased Rich- thieves."
ard Murray, chauffeur for Mrs. Shepard, from . Croton Aqueduct, about 500 feet away, to the estate
A pupil in a school near Chatham Square, New
and then disappeared in. the bushes near the house. York City, thus defined the word "spine": "A spine
Two bears also are reported camping on Caspar is a long, limber bone. Y-0ur head sets on one end
Whitney's esktte, which adjoins Mrs. Shepard's on and you set on the other."
the south.
Esther, returning from her first day at school, was
At the recent service night firing at Fort Win- asked by her mother: "How do yotr like school?"
field Scott, ·San Francisco, some excellent target re- "Oh, school is very nice, but I don't think my teacher
sults were secured. Using two 12-inch rifles on knows very :tnuch. ~he could not read my writing."
barbette mounts, and firing at a moving target at a
range of 6,620 yards, 61/2 hits were obtained out
The teacher had written 92.7 on the blackboard,
of 7 shots. The muzzle velocity of the shells was and to show the effect of multiplying by ten rubbe
2,055 feet per second. Another excellent record was out the decimal point. She then turned to. the class
made when two 6-inch rifles on disappearing car- and said: "Now, Mary, where is the decimal point?"
riages, using tracer shells, obtained twelve hits out "On the duster, miss,'' replied Mary, without hesita.
of twenty shots. This practice was conducted at ti on.
night under the handicap of the depleted personnel
1
artd composite companies-facts which rendered the
'Hello ! Is this' Mr. Jigson ?" "Yes." "This
result obtained particularly meritorious.
is Smith. Can I borrow your auto for this afternoon?" "Why, no. I shouldn't think think you'
. It" was in 1916 that Congress appropriated $11,- have the face to ask for it." "I haven't. That's whf
000,000 to build a plant for the manufacture of I'm asking ove l'the phone."
armor for ships of th~ Navy, and the next year $2,080,956 was appropriated for a projectile plant.
Mother-Johnny, did you go and ask Mrs. Nay
Work was started August 30th, 1917, on a site of fo rthe loan of her washtub, as I told you? Joh
207 acres at South Charleston, West Virginia. Ex- -Yes, mther. She said she is very sorry, but
cellent progress is being made, and the Navy will bands of the tub are loose and the bottom is out
soon be in possession of what will probably be the it is full of soap water.
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GOOD READING
WOLVES IN BARNYARD
Two timber wolves were killed on the farm of
John Zerr at St. Peters, Mo., four miles north of St.
Charles. Zerr and Frank Wiechens, a farmer, were
standing in the barnyard on the Zerr farm when
they saw a vvolf run out of a timber lot near the
barn and kill several chickens. Wiechens had a gun
and killed the wolf as it was crossing the lot. As
there had been evidence of a number of wolves in
the vicinity Zerr and Wiechens went to St. Peter's
to organize a posse. While there they received
Wol'd from Mrs. Zerr that another wolf was in the
barnyard. Accompanied by several men they went
back and Zerr shot the wolf, making a total of seven
killed in that neig:hborhood in the past month.
GIRLS WANT TO WEAR SOCKS
Newcomb College girls are in revolt as a result of
a ruling by the faculty of the college against their
wearing socks or rolling their stockings down while
dressed in bloomers or abbreviated skirts. The
socks or stockings can be rolled below the knees
only when their skirts go a sufficient distance below
the knee.
Another rule forbids girls to leave the campus in
a g v mnasium suit, and another any extreme dances,
such -as "chee1c to cheek," "cam~l walk/' "shimmy''
and others. Any girl who violates these . rules will
have her name read before the student body. The
g-irls are up in the air and say they won't stand
for it and have called a meeting of all classes.
ROB SEA OF RICH TREASURE
Sunken treasure vvorth $250,000,000 has been
i·aised around the British Isles since the war began.
The Restorer and the Reliant, two salving vessels
bought from the American Navy, were used, and
each has a new device, an oxy-acetylene flame,
which is worked under water for cutting holes in
·
the sides of submerged vessels.
Each ship has twenty-five electric pumps capable
of pumping 1,000,000 gallons of water an hour, and
carries two divers, searchlights, line throwing guns,
electric welding plants, rock drills and other accessories. Each diver is equipped with a telephone.
The Restorer recovered $5,000,000 in gold from
the Laurentic off Lough Swilly last year. Both ves~
sels are now operating off Newhaven, on the Channel Coast.
SOLDIERS TO RAISE PIGS
Washington, March 15.-The vocational training
the army has been extended to include courses in
riculture and animal husbandry. These features
11 be put into partial operation at once. This an-

.:ouncement was authorized by the War Department
in connection with the recruiting drive which ended
March 31.
An army school that will teach enlisted men how
to raise cows, pigs and chickens and train them in
the general duties of farm management is to be
started at Charleston, S. C., headquarters of the
Southeastern Department. This school will be under
the direction of Dr. E. M. Ranck, development exact as civilian
pert in animal husbandry, who
adviser to the department commander. According
to present plans, live stock will be purchased for the
school by experts, and each camp will have a small
herd of good dairy cows, pure bred hogs, -sheep, beef
cattle, chickens and stands of bees.

will

$750 SAFES TO GUARD LIQUOR
When you next visit a wealthy friend in New
Oleans, if he leads you into a quiet room in his residence, stops before a huge steel burglar-proof and
fire-proof safe and starts. working the combination
-well, he's not going to show you the family jewels .
Nor his Liberty bonds for that matter. That safe
holds something far more valuable than gems and
securities. You can buy them any old time you happen to have the price. But money can't buy the stuff
those chilled-steel walls house.
For weeks past, at an average of one sale a week,
the Coats Safe and Lock Company, Ltd., has been
selling Orleanians a special safe designed for the
sole purpose of guarding the private stock of liquor
that has assumed untold value. A six-foot man can
stand upright inside the steel box. It is filled with
specially made '\yooden racks in which the precious
bottled sunshine is' closely packed.
And each safe costs $750.
"Pretty high price to safeguard even liquor, isn't
it?" the manager of the safe company was asked.
"Oh, no," said he. "You see, this safe holds four
and a half barrels of liquor, bottled. There's 60
gallons to a barrel. That's 1080 quarts of liquor.
And really good liquor was worth about $10 a quart
as far back as last June. So you see the safe costing $750 holds $10,800 wortli of liquor. The man
who valued his 'private stock enough to make an investment that heavy, doesn't look at $750 as too high
a price to pay. Sometimes several men pool their
funds and keep their stock in the same safe. Then,
after the private stock is gone, you can use the safe
for furs or costly clothing or other valuable household property. You see, they're fireproof as well as
burglar-proof.
Every safe that we've sold for this purpose has
been delivered after dark!"
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ITEMS OF GENER AL INTERE ST
MAPLE SAP FOR SOFT DRINKS
Boys and girls of Vincennes, Ind., are not worried
~bout the adv~nce in the price of pop and are defymg the proprietors of so.ft drink places where sundaes and_ sodas have advanced in 'price and they
are placmg bottles on the smaller limbs · of the
maple trees at night and the next morning the bottles are filled with "sugar water." In bne yard a
large /maple tree is filling thirty pii1t bottles formerly used for beer.
ENLISTED MEN BURIED AT ARLINGTON
CEMETERY
, Five enlisted men, one from the 93d and another
from the 216th Aero Squadrons, the others from
the 162d, 1~3d, and· 327th Infantry, who died in
England while in the Service, and whose bodies were
recently received at Hoboken , N. J., were buried
with military honors at Ar lington Cemetery on
March 5: This was the second burial at Arlingtcm
?f American soldiers who died while in the Service
111 the World War, the first being when two soldiers
who died in Russia were interred there.
EXCITEMENT IN WALES AS GOLD IS FOUND
Will Wales prove to be the gold field of G1•eat Britain? is the query that is agitating miners and stock
brokers. just now, following the discovery of an-0ther
gold vem at the Clogan mine at Bontddu, near Barmouth, Wales.
New machinery has been hurr ied to the mine, and
the fo~er:nan of the n:en received a gift of $50, while
t~e mmers each received $25 as a token of appreciation from the owners.

"MYSTER Y

It contains exciting and mysteriou s detective t ·
novelettes. serials and a lari:e amount ol other In~ or1etin1, sketcbea,
Order a copy from this list.
erea i: matter.
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GO!\, by C. Mt.rtin Eddy,
·~lirn MAGIC OF DETEC·
TlVE WOO FANG.'' bJ'
Frank Whitfield.
THE DECOY. bJ' William
Hamilton Oshorne.
THE HOUSE WITH 31
S'£EPS. bf R&lph D. Porter.
WHEN
TR.II:
CLOCK
STRUCK 13. hy Dr. Harry
Enton.
A PIECE Oli' BLOTTING
PAPER. by Doroth7 Weber.
THli: $200 .000 MYSTERY. by
Eth ~ ! Rosenwn .
"THE CASE OF DOCTOR

· KAISER'S KIN STARTS A ROUGH HOUSE
The' fashiorn?.ble Adlon Hotel dining room has been
the scene of a rough and tumble fight between
Prince Joachim Albrecht of Prussia, a cousin of the
former German Emperor, and his guests, and
Capts. Klein and Roughevin and Mme. Klein, members of the French mission. The hostilities came
when the French r efused to stand while the orchestra was playing " Deutsch land ueber Alles."
Joachim and his friends hurled candles, crockery and other things at the French party, and Capt.
Roughevin was beaten and had his clothes torn.
Capt. Klein was escorted ou,t of the dining room by
waiters, who defended him.
The episode appar!ently was planned by J oachim.

s,CENA& IOS
B:r .JAKES P. COGAN

HOW TO
WRITE' THEM
Price S!5 Centa Per Copy

Thie book contains all _the most recent changes In th e method of
construction and submission of scen arios. Sixty L essons. covering every phase of scenario writing. from the most elemental
to the most advanced principles. This treatise covers evetythln~ a persoi;i must know in Qrder to make mone7 u a suc cessful &cenario 'l'l'rlter. For aale by all News-dealers and
Booi:-ltores. If you cannot procure a COP'Y. send us the p-ice
35 centa, 1il money or postage stamps. and we will mall you une"
poatace· free. Addresa
•
. L 8EN.&.Rl!:N S, 219 SeTenth ATe., New York, N, T.

AGAZINE'' '' Movine Picture Stories"

Pl.J,BLISHED SEMl~MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A COPY ,
Handsome Colored Covers-32 Pages of Readin"'-G
t
.
A_uthors:-Famous Artists-Fine Pi:esswo;k rea

N~

This is the second time that gold has been discovered in this mine, a strike having been made last
August. Godfrey Isaacs, of Marconi wireless fame,
is managing director of the mines, and it is stated
that so far gold to the value of over $300,000 has
been taken from it.
·

N~

RRI CE,'" by Kary ._ ._ P .
Hn tch.
52 " THE PHANTOM MOTOR,"
b y Laura RP ld Montgomery.
53 "THF. BLACKJACK,'' by
W l lllRm Ifamllton Osborne.
54 "T H E W HI S PE R I NG
HEAD ,"
by Charles E.
Ourf!ler.
05 THE
INSPECT 0 R • S
STRANGE CASE," by Beu·
lah Poynter.
56 THE SECRET OF THE
SEALED BOOK, by Ethel
Ro semon.
57 THE CLUE OF STEEL b y
W!llls Lathrop.
'

The Famouse Detective Story Out To-day in N o: 58 is
"ALIAS LOUIS VARDON," by Wiiliam Hamilton Osborne
1:· nA~li TOUSEY, Publisher, 168 W. 23d · Sl~-~kClt7.

A W eeldy Magazine Devoted to Photo plays and Play en

PRICE

SEVEN

CENTS

PER

COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Pages of Reading. Magnificent' Colored Cover Portraita
of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday
Each number contains Five Stories of the Best Films 08 tu
Hal!·toµe Scenes from the Plass-lllterestllf
Articles About Prominent P eople in the Films-Delnll:"• et
Actors and Ac tresses in the Studios and While Pictur~ · m:1kla1Lessons in Scenario Writing.

Scr~ n s-El egant

.THIS

LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU lllOR:E FOU r o 1•
HONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILA:K PUJlLICATION ON THE HABKETI

Its authors are the very best fhat money can procure· II
profuse illustrations are exquisite, and It s special IU"tlclea
the greatest experts in tlleir particular line.

an _,

Buy a copy Now from your newsdealer, or send ua 1 ce•tt
we will mail yo• anr o11•

~ o ae~e:i~.posta1e stamps, and

00

H.4.RRY E. WGLFF, Pab., 166 W. 2Jd St .. New York

SA VE 1/2
Your "GAS" and
ALL Your Trouble

'1 S·DAY FREE TRIAL
Monev-back Guarantee
Entirely NEW principlenot a movinir part-Simple.
Has tl{e Pep and Power.

MR. BRI'ITAIN'S
MYSTERIOUS HAIR

u. &-J.

My head at the t op and back was a.bsolutelir b ald. The ocalp
•hiny. An expert said t h at be thought the hair r oots were extinct, waa
and
$here ws• no h ope of my ever having a new hair growth.
Yet now, at an age over 66, I have a l uxu riant growth of ooft, atrong,
lustrous hair I No trace of baldness. 'l'he pictures ab.ow" here are
from my photographs.

Carburetor

INDIANS' SECRET OF HAIR GROWTH
At a time when I had become di•couraged al trying
Tariou s hair lotions, tonics, specialists ' treatments, etc.,
I came across, in my travels, a Cherokee Indian
"medicine man" who had an elixir that he asseverated
would grow my hair. Although I had but liitle 'faith ,
I gave it a trial. To my a::nazement a light fuzz soon From r.ce nt photo.
appeared. It developecl, da.y by day, into a. healthy growth, and ere Jong
my hair was as prolific as in my youthful days.
T hat I was astonished and happy is expressing 111y state of mind mildly.
. Obviously, the hair roots had not been dead, but were dormant in the
8Calp, awaiting the fertili zing potency of th& mysterious pomade.
I negotiated for and came into possession of the principle for preparinr
this mysterious elixir, now called Kotalko, and later had th• recipe put into
practical form by a chemist.
That my own hair growth was permanent; has been amply proTed. Yuy
i'h1Jtt1 whrn bald.
men and women, also ch ildren, haTe reported utiofactory ruulta from Kotalko.

How YOU May Grow YOUR Hair
My hon&st bell&f is that hair r oota rarely d ie nen when the hair
falls out through dandrull', fever, excessive dryness or other disorders. I have been told by experts that oftenllli•l!lll•~L'IP-!llJl~'
when hair ta.Us out the roots become imbedded
within the scalp, covered b.r hard skin, so that
they r emain for a · time like bulbs or seeds in
a bottle which will grow when fertilized.
Shampoos (which contain alkalis) and hair
l otions which co ntain alcohol are enemies to
the hair, as they dry it, maldnr it brittle.
Xotalko contains those elements of nature
which give new Titality to the acalp and hair.
To prove the GENUINENE SS of Xotalko, I
will send the recipe FREE on requeat. Or I
will mail a testin!I'. box of Kotalko with the recip e for 10 conts,
silver or stamps, •f ~· o u ..iention this pub/icatioK. Satisfy yourself.
You want to stoo f alling hair, eliminate dandrutf or cover that bald
spot wi th heal thy hair.
Get the dime testing box NOW, ipply
once or twice d aily-watch in your mirror! Address:
·

Doubles Mileaire-Gua ranteed
to start car in zero weatherN o P r iming. 50,000 delighted uaer1. Now ready
for Ford, Dodge, Maxwell and Overland.
DEALERS - Service Station•, Sal....,.,, : The
.. U. & J." aeJls on dem.onstration- ln1talled ha
thirty minutes-some coed opea territery.

We also manufactul'8 the U. & J. FDllD Tlllllt.
Will last as long aa 111•
PlllCI '2.50

•r.

U. & J. CARBURETOR CO.
DePt. 2n -501

w. Jackson Blvd.. C:HIC::AGO

Stop Toba
- . cco

.
How One Woman Helped Her

Sends a Free Trial Package
Lucko was the lucky

dlocovery ot a woman. It
ta odorless and tasteleaa

and ahe mixed It aecretlJ'
Like & magic wand. It
hit.I the spot. lt lmmed1a· ly puts the craving
tn tea, coffee and food.

llliJllll•

For women's Tiair.

JOHN HART BRITTAIN, BN-103, Station F, New YorlC, N. Y.
-

:~.~FREE

WELL AND KEEP WELL
The ROCHE

Gold-plated Laulllere and

Electric Hygienic Machine
.!O Do.,,.• Triul. Don't Be

Chain, p a ir Earb9b1, Gold-

platcd :ls.p:u11ioa Bracelet

w ith Im. Watd1,ca1ra11.teed
q nalltf a11.d 3 Go ld-plated

o Deod o,.. ,.,,,,,,,

Shot.aid be in
EveryHome

1n a trance. Instead or
th at lrreslstable dealr"
for a. smoke or chew-

Lucko eatletles, lt calms,
soothes, takes oft th&
raw, nervous edge encl
you feel, eat, sleep and

h lacrNHJ bloM

L uelrn h ta bleutns to
mother• with arow1na
boya addleted to claar·
ettes.

er or husband by gtv1ng Lucko s ecre tly. Moth·

era, don' t fall to send tor tbta free t rial of Lucko..

Stop U:ing aTruss

Yes. stop tt, yov :,now

by your own experlencEJ
it is only a make-shift,
a false prup a"ainst a
collapstniiwall, and that
tt is undermintn~ youl'"
health. \Vhy, th en, con•
tinue to wear it? Hera

Columbia Novelty c..
Dep. 27 &MtBe1&e•, ....

~c~n~ettfiiaf~re-:'o~ce~

.......... Le;......

torturous trusses can ba
thrown away fo rever•
and it's all because

•• All
You cannot realize the beae-ltlderi•ed from this machlDe
except you trv It. One treat·
meat will convince you ol its
atn.ordina ry quaJlties.
If
yoc are a sufferer of paralysis.
locomotor atazia, verti110,
headaches, neure.lab.. ner·
•ousucu. aeo.eraJ or ees:ual
weakneu. apoplcJcy, neuritis,
rbeumatltm, 1'Qut,1umbaaoor
budenlnl' arteries. be sure
to lnYft!it:'ate th is mitcblne.

Stuatt•aPLAPAO -PADS

~: 1I~~4:ire0a~~ll~1~~~

mad e self-adhesive pur·

posely to prevent slip.

Pini and to afford an
parts securely In place.

arran"ement to hold tha
NO STRAP8 0
BUCKLES OR
SPRINGS
ATTACHED.

!r.!'ee~!:: ::S~~1:S ri:i:'~{:: •
1

deity : be neither fat nor thl&
llOJtMALIZ&

YOUR WlllGHT
Do you rea lize
what this machine
meaas to one want·
lDStD Ti.tat Strenrt'
or sullerlnl' from
nervoue deblfft?J,

antlwariooeeve ln•'

--

Invented b~

Prot. ~. II. Roche,
Remember thll Machine 11 not a vfbntoe
or a tilrh frequency cw

noon JFRcc

io.:~:~n~~::,~tau~ce; N~t :ir~!°t~~o~~·~~- h~~i'~!~1~=v~r~~

do i9 to throw on the switch. Be 1ure to write tor FREB
BOOK. It is for men ot1 tl w"""'
want

who

to become

Maltby. •i•orous and efficient.. This means 1•ou I Address :
le<!,. Elodrie M1chiae Ce., SS. Cru d tl1pid1, Mic:L

-

to every tobacco user
who wan ta to qult or to
anyone who wishes to
bel pa f riend, eon , broth-

lt Is r eally a wonderful discovery." Address
Lucko Drug Co., 136 Glen Bldg., Clnclllnatl, 0.

The Yltl•rous 11. . er

:::::.:::-J~

work better. It le certaln ly a wonderful dis·
package will be m~lled

covery and a free trial

RiD2'S A LI.... F R EE for
seltina onlf I S pieccm
... Jewelry at 10 ceats each.

mcal•ll••.11reatth·
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come thelnroada of Tobacco Poitoains.
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Amcriea's

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed
Mailed free to any addreu by
. , the Author

H. CLAY GLQVER CO., Inc.,
Pioneer
Dog Medioines 118 West 31st Street, New York

cannot a 11 p, •c>
cannot chafe or
press aiialnst tha
pubic bone,

Thous• nde have treated themselve& ln the privacy of
the home, and report most obstinate cases cured-no
delay from work. Soh ••velvet-easy to apply-lnex·
pensive. Process of recovery Is natural, so afterward.J

no use for trusses. Awarded Gold Medal Internatlona l
ErJ>osltlon, Rom e; Grand Prix, Paris. Write us today tw

prove It by aendlni TRIAL PLAPAO, FREE. Address,

Ploao L:lboratories. Block218f> St. Loui•• No.
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FUN

BOYS
l~~p~~-~on';. :-1'1=:
A maaio trick noyoltJ' Fluul with eacls

Play Eight

liARVEL lllFC. CO.. Dept. 13. . MEW HAVEM. COD.

Instruments

X Ray.

No Study
Necessary

81.GVALUE for I 0 Gts.

6 Songs, words and music; 2.5 Picturu Pretty Girls ;40 Wars to Make
Money: 1 Joke Book;
Boole on
J;.ove: 1 Ma~c Book; l Book I,etter
Writing; l Dream Book aad Jtort4ne Te\ler; 1 Cook Book; l Base
Ball Book, aives rulea for cames; l
Toy llaker Book; Lancu•ce of
Flowers; 1 Morse TelegT&ph Alpha·
bet: l~ Chemical Experiment•;
Magic Age Table; Great North Pole
Game; 100 Conundrums: 8 Puazles ·
l~ Games; 80 Verses tor AutoKfSph Albums.
Ali
t he above by mail for 10 eta. and~ eta, po•tage.
llOYA.L SALES CO., Bex %0 , ioUll lfonralk, Cena.

Enry hom•. e•ery aroup of friends
ehould have Bona-o·Phones. the remarkable lnltrumenta that anyone

can play. TheJ l>l'Oduc• rloh, awtet.
powerful tones, imlt1Un1 band wstruments th&t take 1esn ot atud7
l.!?.!t vnu.-nc., to learn i. play.
ff you on hum, talk or slni: you and your friend• can
beoomt ex,ort Song·b-Pbone players right awu. and Pl•J'
&D:!'thtn& l'l'Olll the good old aon:s to the moat popular 111111.

Song-o-Phonea
are delightinif
thousands

HOW TO MAKE lOVE

Send ri1ht away tor booklet and
full parUculan about these wondertul, tnexpensh't IDStrumenta.

Acquainted: How to Becin Courtship
How to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
Widow; to win an Heiress; bow to catch
a Rica Bacllelor: how to manage your
beau to make hlmfropo•e:how to make
your fellow or cir love yo.'!t what to do
before and after the wedcuog, 'fells
other thine• aece•sary for Lovers to
know, Samole COEY b,- mall IO eit•U.

Al ell musical instrum1nl
dealtrs, i.1partmeflt stores .,,.;.
:o;y 1hop1. •r fllri11 f•r fr••

CNEW BOOK)TeHs bow to Get

BOUL BOOB: co.. Boa 9.

B~olrlet,

TheSonouhoneCompany
87 &.. NlilllMl

Send your Poems today for
fllest offer and !mmedlate publlca·

I\.,

Uon. Free examination. Music composed.

LITTL E ADS

Write to Riker & King, Aduertising Offices, 116 East 28th Street, New York City,
8 South Wabash A uetrne; Chicago, for particulars abo11t aduertising in this magazine•.
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
HELP WANTED-Continued

01·

WillTE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. Wt rerl•• poems.
\'.rite mus10 aull auarantae to secure pubUcaUon. Sub..
mit pc.~ms · oa anJ subJect. · Bro1.dw11 Studfoa, 165C~
Fin:gera.ld Butldln.a, New lork.

AGENTS

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS: Splendid pay •nd
e:r:penses.
Travel 1t desired.
Unlimited advance ..
ment. No &&'8 Umtt. Three month.I' home study. Sit-

uation

arra.nred.

Prepo.l'e

for

perm~ent

~~1t:nf~~~~ok~~~~io •.i.:~. l}~· St&nd&rd

position.

u!llles~ Train·

AG£NTS, make bt1 profi t &elliaa out extl'acu, per•
fumes, cold creams, face powders. aptcea, medicines,
etc. : beautliul blcb .. grade Jlne: exdusht territory;
sample •oap fre•.
Loc .. s!aa Co.. Depl. 259, St.
Louis, Mo.
MISCELLANEOUS
DON ' T UO TH I RSTY: Try my puncbe•, Port, Black·
berry, Gra.p•* Cherry, Orange, Claret, :Bottle makes WR ITE T l:!: WORDS FOR A SONG. W1 rillso peems.
write L! '1i~J and ruarantea to securt publication. Sub ..
th itty aluse!. .. Dcllcious Lueraa:e 60 cts.
J.&'ents
wanted. Hrunllton Mr11.. "Barne• Ci!J>, Iowa.
~fi'zg~~ld.' ;,',;\Id~~~. s*~~c\or:.roadw17 StudlOi, 165C,
$300 TO $500 & year is beinit made by scores. ot men
&.Dd '"'oruen selling White K Laundry Tablets. Wo ELECT RICAL TattoolDi Machine, $!, $5 and $1. Cata·
loi:uo for atamp. J. H. Tomka, lOU Vina, J!:, Cln·
&tut you tree. Send for f1 ee samplo &nd arent's otrer.
clnnotl, 0 .
L. A. 'Khl&ht Co., 144 Market St .. St. LouLJ, Mo.
24
!':UN CREATING CARDS •nil b!C mall. lOc alller.
ART AND DEN PICTURES
Durso. Dept, 39, 25 Mulberry, N. Y. City.
HIGH ART PHO"rOS-lleauUful Models in arwtlc
pvs1;;s, S<!tid 10 c~. tor mtniaturu llht:et 1.nd price BOYS, ret this: Ou• latest cat.!01 or nelY oo..1u..
list. lJntted Sales Co.. Sprlnlld•ld. ltl.
no\l prlntlne. Bend 10 els. for your copy. Empire
•
MAIDEN 'S PRAYER; INTERESTING VIEWS, posl· SupplJ' Co.• 2'l Norri• Ave., Pawtucket. R. l.
card•; ten, J5c; twenty, 25"; c•t&1D1ue wcluded. SWEETHEA RTS FISH LURE-Mikes Fish Bite Ltke
Hunro Wolves. Box, 26 eta.; l'ln, $1. oo. Hamilton
Slewar-t Comvany, Providence. Rhbds Island.
ORIENTAi. DANCER; sha does real Salome wlale. Mir.. Barnes City, Iowa.
BOOKS ANO PHOTO S-C•talor FREE. United Sales
sealed 25 <!ts. linmnton Mfg., Barnes Cit.J, Iowa.
Company. Sprlni!leld. Ill. .
REAi. PHOTOGRAPHS. sure to please. Send 25 cts.
Hamilton Compl'1~. Barnet City, Iowa.
MUSIC
.12 SONGS FOR $1 . In order to popularize our irent
COINS AND STAMPS
hil, "DESERTLAND.'' ret&il price 80 eta. for a
105 CHINA, ETC., with stamp dlctlonU1, S eta. Al· short
we will offer it and eleven other nopular
bum (500 lllustraUonsJ B cts. Bullard., Btat!aa .UO 1onc hUme
lta postpaid $1. Mar limited. Send $1 today
Roston. •
sure. Rh1era Musto Comp&'D.7, Boom 121, Chatteau
Theatre Bids.. Chlc•110. Ill.
FOR SALE
SI Li{ REMNANTS. r,ari:est packares Jit offered. Square
PERSONAL
or eta1u ped satin free witb t.1Vtr)' packt.11. 15 cts.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We 18Tlse poems.
M f~r;..
.\genes-. Pot\land, Me.
write music ana guarantee to secure vublicauon. SubFARM LAN OS. Bir money Jn l•rrnlur. Mlchlean·s mit poems on any subject. Broa.dway StudJos, 165C,
'i9~t hardwood counties.
Good roa.da, markets, schools, F'ilzgerald Building. Km York.
churches. Only $15 to $35 Per A.. Sm•ll down pay- LONELY M'AIDEN, 26. would marr1. Write !or pie·
tnenl; bat. easy terms. llt,cg"est Company, lowest prices,
lure. Bor 150K. Syraeuse, N. Y.
st land. Write todt1 for free booklet. lo!l288 First
IF YOU WANT a Healthy. Wealthy, J,o,lur w!Co. writ#
Nat'! Bl<. Bide .. Chicas-o. m.
me. :M. A .• •214 Ca.Ufornia St.. San Fr:mclsco, Ca.l.
MARRY. Most successful "Home )laker." Buudreds
HELP WANTED
rich. Confldent1n.1. rflfable, years• experience, descripLADIES WA NTED. alld MEN. too. to address enTel tions free. Box 556 . Oakland. Cal
opc~ and lnan adventalllg ma n er at l1ome for large
man Ol'tlel' Ylrms. spare or whol e lime.
C2n ruake MARRY RICH, hundrecls anxious, descriptlon Ust free
$1 O 10 $35 wkly. No ranital or experience requ1red.
satisfactiou guaranteed. Select CJub, Depl .A . Lake
llook exolatns everything: stnd 10 rts. to COfel' po1taee, Preston. 80. Dak.
.. c. Ward Pub. Co .. llo> 77. Tilton. N. H.
MARRY; MANY RICH . Particulars for stamp. Mrs.
Morrison. ao5g W. Roldt>n St. . Seattle. \Vnsh .
iiEC RET SERVICE OPERATIVES AND DETECTIVES
are ln demand.
Earn big money.
Travel everJ- IF YOU WWH a pretty and wealthy wife. write me
1\'here. Fasclnatlng work.
Learn th11 profession by
encloslnr a stamr.ed envelope and I wlll answer
home study.
Particulars free.
.!merfcan School of LUlfan Sproul. Station H . Cleveland. O.
·
•r· .. tminology , Dept. ll. Detroit. Mi ch .
MARRY:
Thou!tands congenial people. l7Drth from
BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men and women
$1.000 to $50,000 seeklnC' Parly m:irrlage, description,
for secret investigation ln your dis trict. Write C. T . photos: introductions free. SN1.led. Either sex. Send
~udwi 2. 521 Westover Bld11.• K allllu CllJ', Mo.
110 monoy.
Address Standard Cor. Club, Gl'&Jslake, Ill.

,

l1Aln1kb'D. N.Y.

Booklet ou request. Authors &. Compo:ier1
8ervlct ()t., Suitt S21. 1433 B'way, N. Y.

no. 11onra111. ~

PERSONAL-Continued
MAR RY: Na mes. Addr..,eo, ladloa and gentlemen dealt•
Inc earcy nurrtau U eta. Swaetheart'1 WaraltiDo.
Barnes Ctty, Iowa..
GET MARRIED-Best Hatrlmonlal Magazine published.
Malled FREE. M&DY worth from $1,000 aud upward
"anted to cet marr:!ed, alther sex. American Diatrlbutor~
Blairsville. Pa.
MARR'I.
For sure success hundred Eelect weu.IW
membel'I, both sex, wishing marriage; strictly con·
fldential; lJlost rella.bla: years' experience in this work.:
only honorable veoule wanted. Free list. The Sua ..
cessful Cup1J. lfrs. Cappel, Bo 115, Oakland, Cal~
MA RRY FOR SPEEDY MA RR IAGE ; absolutely tha
best. lnreest in tho country; established 15 years,
thousands wealthy members.. both sexe:3, wishing early
marriage. confidential descriptions free. 1.'he Old Re·
liable Club. Jim. Wrubel . 132 Mndl!on, Oakland, Cal.
SIX:TH ANO SEVENTH BOOl<S OF MOSES. E gyptian
secrets. .Black art. other rare book:J. Catala' free.
Btu Book Co .. RKL20 .. Camden. N. J .

SCIENTIFIC

YOUR LIFE STORY la the stars. Sead birth date anil
dime for trial readiag. Eddy. 840 East 5:ith, Chlcuu.
U. S. A. , Apartment 73.
AST ROLOGI CA L READING given with K ey to Health.
10 cts. birthdate, worth $1. Jos ~ ph L. Denre. 12S
Wes t Madison Street, Chicago.
CRYSTAi. GAZIN G, tho crate. Send •elf addressed
Aesi~e~Pj,a~~~ ~~e J ~nstructions. I> rot .. Zancfr.

a:!aWf{d

SONGWRITERS

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SON'G. Wo write mualc,
&"\l&rantee pubibher's aeC'eptan~. Submit poems Oil
patriotism. love or nnv subject. Chester .Music Co., t!!:O
So. M!cb!gan Ave .. Su!lo 249, Chicago, 111.
WRITE A SONG-Love, Mother, Home. Childhood.
patrlotlo or any subject.
I e;omriose music and
gua.rantco publtcalton.
S~nd words to-day,
Thoma1
Merllb. 293 R e•P•t llloek, Chicago.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revise poems,
wtlte music and guarantee to secure publication. Sub ..
mit poems on any subject. Broadway Stlidlos, 185C.
FitzeeraJd Building, :Kew York.
YOU WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG. We wrtls tha
music, pubUSh and secure a copyrtaht. Subm.lt poems
on any subject. 'l1he Metropollla.n Studio9, 9U Soutll
Michigan Ave .. R oom 147, Chicaeo. 111.
HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? r have bes t proposition.
R ay HlbbeJP.r, Dl04. 4040 Dickens Ave.. Chicago.

YOU WRITE THE WORDS '!'OR A SONG, 11e ' ll com·
Pose Ule melody tree and publish the sane- complete.
The Leno• Company. t2d St. &; 6lb A111.• Unlt1 Bide.,
New York.
IF YOV WILL WRITE tho words !or • aonir. I 'Will
write th e musJc and 1ua.rantee publtsher's accept&DOI.
Poems on any aub.lect acceptable.
Ethwell BUlllL
Room 129. 3808 Rro•dwnv. Chicago, Ill.

STAMMERING

ST-STU·T·T·TERING nn<I stamrnorlng oured at~
Instructive booldet ff'ee.
\'\'alter McDolllllrlL II
Potomac Bank Blda-.. " 'ao;;hlngton. D. C.

TOBACCO HABIT
cured.

Il('m edy sent on trial.

fiP.lttmo?P. J.M

TOBACCO l<ILLS MANLY VIGOR. Quit habit
Any form. chewinlf, smoklnr or snuff. cured
charge. It cured . $1. Stops cravin~. harmlea
rem•dY 0 11 tzlal. Perklni Co.. :B-51 B ..:11io.

igarette Habit
llow to OvercomE
'

It Quicldy and Easily

1JD1111 you
tbe eigarett~

haTO been exceptionally careful
habit has • hold which you
.-not sllake off by will power.
The lure of the Cigarette is powerful. Is
lt the n icotine that is poisoning your system,
making you nervous, heart Wt111k, dyspeptic,
170 at r ai ned and Irritable?
Aro you troubled with sleepleHness al night ·
aad dullness In the morning until you llaTe
doped yourself with the nicotine of cigarettes
er pipe, or chew:!~ tobacco I They're &I! tb.e
aame, you know.
GiTO your polsc..:o-saturated body, from your
Pale yell~wish skin riirht into your pale ye!·

lowish l!Ter,

& ehance to be frH from tho
mean slavery of nicotine .
Got rtd of the T:lc:lous habit. Lengthen
your Ufe. Become contented and opread hap·
pinees among oth&rs. Enjoy tranquillity com·
bined with forceful thought and real a.fli.cienC>J.
I know what Will conquer tho tobacco habil
in three day•. You 1rain tb.e Tlclory - ·
pletely and priTately al home.
My new book wlll be nry lntereatlnr · te
you. It will come to you In a plain wrapper
free, p ostpaid.
You will be surpris ed and1
delightod if you write to Edward J. Woods,
TT-103, Station l', New York, N. Y.

BLANK CA.llTBIDOB
PISTOL P:':.."a'rd 01117
7 tncbea loq, real revotver .OS..

~fd

•1

r- ~

h::: oS::.rt•~~•t-:..""C :

....--::.

Jean ftaa- FREEt Monn re.fonded JI. .........
F.W. LEWIS C0., 1402 BROADWAY, -YOltll CITY

For the Finl
Second and
Third
.Lines of Home Defense

When y ou'reawaythe second line of defenc•
take up the responsibility. Usually it
is the wife. Is she prepar.ed? Can she
shoot? Has she confidence in her ability
to plug 15 hard hitting shots into the heart
of a bull's eye? If not, she should learn
m~y

LEARN s.J8oT

When you're at home you are the first
lin• efdefense. With a WamerAutomatie
at hand you're ready for anything that
threatens the sanctity of home and property. Your loved ones can rely on you.
with a Wilmer Automatic. because of its
superlative qualities.
Then the children-sometime they may
have to be a third line of defence. Can they
protect themselves? If not, they should
be taught. Warner Automatics shoot easy
and true. Made in 32 calibre, a
desirable size for everybody-the
one for you.
·

@)

The Warner "Infallible" Automatic 1end1
its leade11 me1saie far beyond the range of
inferior P.is~ols and r,evolvers. It is. built
to last a bfetltne,supenor workmanship and
LESSON
finish making it a possession to be proud
O FFER
of. Light in wei&bt-neat in appearance.
true as the hand and eye.
A sk your dealer to show you ll Warner Automatic or send $18.00 to us direct and we will
m ail one parcel post prepaid, tegether with guarantee and the lessons In the art of pistol
marksmanship. Write today for tree descriptive boo~et.

Expert shot and authority will te>Jch
y ou free by mail. Write for special

FREE

l!:::============:!.I

Kirtland Bros. & Co., 96 Chambers St., (Dept RK), New York, N. Y.
A.tent. for Daul• Gus ••d WONI" Pi•l•U

BOYS ! BOYS! DEVELOPING
K eep your bicycle spokes
with Clark's Self Cleaner.
l onger and keep from rust.
sample and you will want
t or y our Bicycle for $1.40.

W.

clean and shine
Makes them last
Send 10 cts. for
a set. · Full set

s·. CLARK,

t07 Shawmut Ave., Boston. Mass.

Pat. Pend.

and printing tor the careful photographer
who demands quality in the finished picture.
Send one roll and 25c. tor six sample ART
GLOSS prints. Or send negatives and 15c.
for six prints postpaid. Price llst and sample print tree.

G. F. DOVE, Broadway, Va.

THE LIBERTY BOYS Of '76
Uf\4 'l' he L iberty Boys a t the D eath L in e; o r . Sa ~ing t he r rhoners
of Logto,Yn.
995 The L i berty Roys In Pri son ; o r, T he Escape F'.rom the Oltl
978 T h e Liberty Boys and t h e D umb Messen ger; or, Out With
i:-a r Rous<'.
Su
tho Mo11ntaln Men.
gn\i T hP Libert y B oye Fla nkin g t h e Flnemy; or, ru t 1· a 111 's Clever
979 Th r Libe rty Boys' Caval r y Charge ; or, R un ning Ou t the
RUSP..
Skinners .
!l97 T hp LihH t :V Ro:r s lt ni! the Night W at c h ; or, W l1 e 11 t lt e
n~o Th e Libe rty Bor s ' Secret: or, The Girl S p y or Bro ok lyn .
H r i t i,.. 11 ll~ ld N Pw Yo1· k .
\'~l '!' h e Liberty B o):S in th e Swamp ; or , Fi g hti n g Alon g tb :· San t ee.
908 The Lil1Pl't )' Bo ys on Kiug' s Mo un t a in ; o r . •'.. Uot T im e for
\ > S~ 'l' he Liberty B oy s' Compact ; or , Bo und I>:< An Oath.
t h e Hrili >< h.
us:i Th e r.lberty Boys' Hollow Square; or. H ol ding Off th e Hes9!J!l The Uhc rty Boys an d the Blind Boy; or , The Strangest S py
sian~.
·
t
of All
'184 Thu Liberty Boys' Con nters!gn; or, Hot W ork a t t he Fo r s .
1000 Th e l.ihe rty Boys ' TI <'nr Gun rd; or . Co:rerl ng GreP.n's R<'trrat.
n>15 T h e Libe rty Boys' Gold Chest; or, The Old Ton·:s Ser r et.
1001 'l' hl' LihNty Bo ys a t "Ten Cabin" ; or , t he ]\.l os t Da nge rou s
\'.l~6 Th e Uber t y Boys' H elping Harden; or , Spy Aga ins t S p y.
Pl ace in Georg-la .
!l87 The r,lberty Boy s' Compa ct ; 0r, B ound by a~ Oath.
of
100~ Th e Li bPrt y Bo)·s and tile Masked Dueli st; or, R un ni ng Duwn
!l88 Th e Liberty 5.oy s on Picket Dut y; or, Facmg the W o r st
the Ni gh t Riders.
D a n ger.
'd'
b
1003 Th e LihPrty B oy s ' U ndergro u nd Battle; {)r, T ra p ped in a
n!<G The Liberty Boys nnd th e Qu een's Range1·s; or, R ·11 Ill" Y
Mammolh
Ca ve.
Raid er s.
1104 T bP L ibert y Boys' Invisible l!'oe ; or , F igliling D eath In t be"
nno Th e Ubrrty Bo:v s at Savannah: or, At.ta cked On All Sid es.
n1·k.
D
9!ll T he. Lib erty Boys and D eJ{alb; or , Dick f\ later·s Las t B ullet.
100~ 'J ' h
f ,i berty Bo ys and the Headl es s Scou t ; o r , Sbadow<'d by
9~2 T he Lib erty Boys' Seven Battles; or , F i gh ting In t h e Fo~es t.
' · T"Pkn own .
9!l3 Th e L i berty Boys and the Pres s Gan g; o r , T he R aid on
i 1ierty Boys' Vengeance ; or, Punis h in g a D eserter .
F r aun ce' s Tavern .
re n ts per eopy, I• money or postage s t amps, by
For • •le b :r all newsdealers , or will be s ent to an y address on receipt ''

-
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168 West 23d St., New' York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU W~ ANY BACK NUMBERti
of. theee weeklies and emmot proeure 1hem from new sdealer~. ~ey oan be o&Wiined irom Wle publishers direet. Write out
and tilt in your Ordr.r and send it wUh the p!.'ice of the wee kues you mmt, aml the weekiliee wiM be sect to you by Jte"1m

. man. POSTAGE

STA ~ S

OUR ·rEN·C.ENT

TAKll-1 THE SAJ.\'llE AS MONEY.

HAND BOOKS

N ... 411. H OW T O MAK E AND USE ELECNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A P H OTOGNo. 73. HOW TO DO TRICK!! WTT"T
NUl\I,BEUS .- Showi n g m any c urious tricks
T RICITY.- A desc ripti on of tile w on derfu l R APUER.- Cont a lnlng usefill I nformation
u 'e" of e lectricity a nd e lect r o magneti s m : t o- rPgarcling t be Cnm e ra and how t o w ork it;
w ith figu r es and t he magic o ( numbers. By
g Pth e r " ·It h full !ustr uc tlons fo r ma kin g a lso ho \\' t o make P hotograph ic Magic L a n A. Ande r son. F u lly ill ust r ated .
By Ge oq~e te rn Sl id es Hnd other Tran sparencies. H an d No. 74.
H O W 'I 'O WRIT -E LETTERS
E lectric Toy s , Batte ries. etc.
T rehel, A.oL , M.D. Conta ini ng over fifty il- s ome ly. illustrated.
COR R EC T L Y.- Containing full i n stru ctions
l ust r ations .
Xo. 62.
H OW TO B E COME A W ES T
for w riting lette rs on al mos t any subject ;
No. 47. IrO'V TO BREAK , RIDE A N D J>OlX T MIL I TAR Y CADE T - Explai ns bow
al s o r ules for punctuation a nd compos ition,
H R H ' ll: A H ORSE.- A complete treattse on t o gain a dm ittance, cour se ot St ud y, Examiw ith s pecimen l etters.
No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURER,
t be hors e. Desc r i bing th e m os t u seful horse s n ations. Duties, St atr of Otricer s, Post Gua r d,
fo r hu s ine ss, the best h or s es fo r t·be r oad ; Police Ileg ula tlon s, F i r e D epar tmen t, a nd a ll
-Conta ining tricks with D o min oes, .Dice
il lso va l ua ble recipes fo r disea ses p eculiar to a boy should, know to be a ca det. By Lu
Cu ps a nd Balls: Ha ts, et.c.
E mbracing
t he h or se.
Se11arens.
t hirty -six illu str ation s. By A. Ande rso.n.
1'.\o . 48.
HOW TO BUI L D A N D SAIL
N o. 63. HOW TO BECOME A N AVAL
N o. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY
CA:S-O ES. - A ba ndy book for boys, contain - CA IH~ T.- -Comp l ete i nstructions of b ow t o
T HE llAN D .- Conta in i n g ru les for t elling
i n g- ful l direc t io ns f or construc ting canoes g a in admiss ion to the Annapolis Naval Acadfortunes b~· the ail! o f lin es of t h e h a n d. or
an d t he most popu lar manne r of sailing c mr . Also conta ining the co urse of instruc t be . s ec ret of pa l mi s tr~-. A lso the sec r et of
t h em . F oll y i ll ustrated.
t io n , d esc r iption of grounds nnd buildings ,
tell111g future e,·ents by aid of moles, marks,
No. 49. HO \Y TO DEBATE. -Givin g rules J1i s torica J •ketch , an d eve r ything a boy
scars, etc. I llust ra ted.
f or con d uctin g debat es, outlines for d eb a tes. sl1ou ld know to become a n otTicer in the
N o. 77. Hou- TO DO FORTY TRICKS
questions f or d iscu ssion, and tile bes t
nited States .Na vy. B y Lu Senarens.
WlTtl CA RD S.- Cou tal n lng decept1'·e Card
sources tor procuring infor mation on the
N o . M . HOW TO MAKE ELECT R I CAL
Tricks a s perform ed by leading co njurers
quest i•m given
lllAC Hl ~ER . -C o ntai n l ng fu ll d i rections fo r
and magicians . Ar r anged tor h om e amuse·
No. 50. · HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AN D mak ing e ler t rical machi nes, In duction coil s.
m en t. Full y i ll ust rat ed .
A NI'MAJ,S .- A va \uabl e book, giYing- iustru c- d)· namo s. and ma n y novel to y• t o be w orked
N o. 78. IIOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.
tto ns In collecting, pre pa rin g, m o unting and b.'- plectricity, B y R . A. R . Bennet . I<'u ll y
- Containing a comple te desc r i p t ion of the
p reserving b i rds, animals and i nsects.
illustJ'ated.
'
mysteries of Magic and Sleigh t-o f-hand. t o g-ether w ith many wo n de rfu l experi ments.
N o. 51. R OW T O D O T R I CK S W I TH
NP. 65. MUt.,DOON'S JQKES.- The most
By A. A n derson .
lllustrnted.
CARDS.-Containing exiil a nati on s o f t h e ori O' ina l joke hoo k ever publis hed, and it ls
No. 79 . HO W TO B E C0 rE AN ACTOR.
g e neral principles of sle-1gbt-of-hand appli- h r imfi.l l of wit &nd h u mo r . It contai ns a
- Cot\t ainlng co m plet e in st 3r uctio n s h ow _to
ca h ie to card tricks; of card trick!!' wit h l arge coll ection of f>O ng s. jokes, conundru ms,
ordi nary cara s, and · not requ i rin g sleigh t- e t c .. of T e r r en ce Mu ldoon, the great w it, lJ,u·
m ake u p f or vario u s cha racter s on th e s t age;
oi-hnnd ; of tricks involving s leight -of-band. moris t, an d practical joker o! th e day.
togethe r w ith _tlip dut ies of t h e Stncre Ma n -,
No. ~6. HOW TO DO P U ZZJ, ES .-Con1l,e; '. P rompter, Scenic Artis t ~nd Pro pe r't y
or th e u s e of specially p r epared cards. Il·
ln ~t rat e d .
tain iug o'<'er th r ee h undred inter e s ting puz N o. 80. GUS W I LLIAMS' JOKE BOOK Containing t he la tes t jokes, a n ecd ot e• and
N o. 52. H OW T O PLAY CABD S.-Glvtn~ zit>< n 11d con nn clrn ms. with key to sam e. A
t he rules nnd full directions for pl a ying comp let e lJOok . F u ll y ill us trated .
fu nny sto r ies of t his w orld -r e nown ed GerF. n cbre,
Crl h ha g e,
Ca sino,
F o rt.v -Five,
No . 67.
HOW TO DO E LECTRICAL
m an comed ian . Six t y -tour pages; h an d•o mt
B o unce, Pedro Sancho. D r aw P oker, Anctlon TltlCiiS .- Contalnl ng a la rge collec tion o!
co lor ed cover, containing a half-tone ph oto
Pitch, _All Fours, and many otber popu lar ins tructive nn d higbly a m us ing electrical
of the autho r .
g a mes o! cards.
t r ir k s. together_ wit h illustra tions. B y A.
No. 81. HOW TO lllESMERIZE.-Contalli·
N o. 53. H O.W TO WRITE LETTERS.-A Anderson.
ing the m ost a p proved m et hod o! mesmerIYon de rful little book. tellin g ~· ou how to
N o.· 68.
now TO DO CHEl llCAL ism ; a nimal magn etis m, or. magnetic heal•
write to your sweeth eart. your fa t her. m oth- T R I CK S.- Containi ng over one hundred
ing. By P r o!. Leo H u g o K och. A.C.S., auer. s is ter, broth er . employe r . a nd, i n fact, h ighly am d sing and ln s truc tiYe t ricks with
th or of " How to H;r pn otize. " etc.
eve+yb ody and a n ybod y y on wi sb to write cb'e mica ls . By A. Anderson . Han d s om ely
No . 82. H OW TO DO PAL ~USTRY.-Conto .
, illu strated .
ta ining the mo-~t ap rroved meth ods o! readN o. 54. HO' V T O KEEP AND lllANAGE
in
g the lines on tb& ha n d, t oge the r with a
No. 69 · HO W TO DO SLE I GHT- OF•
full expl a nation of t h eir mPaning . Also exJ>ETS ,--Giving compl et e i nformati on a s to
th e man n er anrJ m ethod of r a i• in g, k ee ping-, 1 H AND .- Cont aining over fifty of the latest
plaiuing phren o logy . an d the ke y of t elling
ta ming-, b r eeding. and m anag ing all kin ds a n d lJest t ri ck s u sed hy ma!l"icians. Also
ebarn cters by tl1e bumps on t he b ead . By
of pets ; a lso g iv ing full in struction s .f o r eontai ning the s ecr et of second sig ht. Fu ll y
L eo H u go K oc)l, A.C.S. Fully illustrated.
makii:tg- ca g es. etc.
Fully expl ain ed b y illu s trated .
N o. 83. HOU' TO H YPNOTIZE.- Contnlnt wen t y -Pig ht !ll us tratlons.
·
No. 70 HO'V TO llrAK E l\IAGIC TOYS.ing valuable a nd i n stru ctive i n fo rmation re-No. 55. HOW TO COLJ,ECT STAMP S Con taiu i.n g fu ll di r ection s for mak ing Magic
garding the science of h y pno tis m . Also exA :\ D COINS.- Conta ining '<'a lu a ble info rma- T oys a nd d evices of m any ki nds. F ully iiplaining t he m ost ap p r oved m ethods wh!Ch
11nn rega rding the co ll ectin g and arra ngi ng l u s tra ted.
are employed by the lead ing b y.pn otists ot
of ~t nmps 'lnd coins.
H a udsom ely il lus N o. 71. HOW TO D O l\IECHA.NI CAL
t h e wo r ld. By L<>o H u go Ko ch , A.C.R
trated .
T RIC K S.-Conta ini n g comnlett! illustration s
N o . 84. now TO BKCO l\IE AN A UTHOR.
No. 56. R OW TO BECOlllE AN EN- tor perform i n g over sixty Mecbahlcal Tricks.
-Containin g info r mation r egar ding c h oice
GINEER.-Containing full instru ctions bow Fu ll y il lu st r ated.
of subjects, the use of words a nd tbe mnn·
t o hecom e a locom otiYe engfoeer ; al go di r ec N o 79
HO'V TO DO SI X TY TRICK S
ner of p r epar i n g- an d s u bm it ti n g manu·
tion s f or bu1ldi n g a model locomotive: to- U ' JTH CARDS.-Emb raci n g a ll of th e latest
s c r ipts. Also coutaini n g Ya lunhl e informal'Cth er with a full d esc ription of eYerytbing a n d most deceptive car d tricks, w itb i llu stion as to th e neatness. le"1bilit y ancl gen•
• n en g ineer sbouJcl kn ow.
· trations.
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